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1. INTRODUCTION
Europe is leading the market of torque-controlled robots. These robots can withstand physical
interaction with the environment, including impacts, while providing accurate sensing and actuation
capabilities. I.AM leverages this technology and strengthens European leadership by endowing
robots to exploit intentional impacts for manipulation. I.AM focuses on impact aware manipulation
in logistics, a new area of application for robotics which will grow exponentially in the coming years,
due to socio-economical drivers such as booming of e-commerce and scarcity of labour.
I.AM relies on four scientific and technological research lines that will lead to breakthroughs in
modeling, sensing, learning and control of fast impacts:
1) I.Model offers experimentally validated accurate impact models, embedded in a highly
realistic simulator to predict post-impact robot states based on pre-impact conditions;
2) I.Learn provides advances in planning and learning for generating desired control parameters
based on models of uncertainties inherent to impacts;
3) I.Sense develops an impact-aware sensing technology to robustly assess velocity, force, and
robot contact state in close proximity of impact times, allowing to distinguish between
expected and unexpected events;
4) I.Control generates a framework that, in conjunction with the realistic models, advanced
planning, and sensing components, allows for robust execution of dynamic manipulation
tasks.
This integrated paradigm, I.AM, brings robots to an unprecedented level of manipulation abilities. By
incorporating this new technology in existing robots, I.AM enables shorter cycle time (10%) for
applications requiring dynamic manipulation in logistics. I.AM will speed up the take-up and
deployment in this domain by validating its progress in three realistic scenarios: a bin-to-belt
application demonstrating object tossing, a bin-to-bin application object fast boxing, and a case
depalletizing scenario demonstrating object grabbing.

1.1. Purpose of the deliverable
Deliverable D6.4 is a document summarizing the reflections and decisions of the whole consortium
taken in order to ensure upfront the reaching of all milestones up to M18 (in particular, software
integration and the numerical simulation of the TOSS scenario).
This deliverable will be updated in M18 by deliverable D6.7, which focusses on experimental
execution of the TOSS scenario and in M30 by deliverable D6.8, which focusses on the experimental
execution of the GRAB and BOX scenarios, and finally with a final update in M42, focussing on the
final validation TOSS, BOX, and GRAB scenarios.
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1.2. Intended audience
The dissemination level of D1.4 is ‘public’ (PU) and available to members of the consortium, the
Commission (EC) services and those external to the project.
This document is primarily intended to serve as an internal guideline and reference for all I.AM.
beneficiaries, and it’s scientific and exploitation boards.
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2. INVITED PARTICIPANTS
During the kick-off meeting in Eindhoven, the following participants were invited to present their
intentions in the project and discuss the next steps. A list of the affiliation / institutes / company short
names in the third column can be found in Annex 1 – Partners in I.AM. consortium.
Table 1: invited participants
Name

Initials

Affiliation

Task / WP / GA

Attendance status

Alessandro
Saccon

ASa

TU/e

WP1, WP6, WP8

F2F

Jos den
Ouden

JdO

TU/e

WP6, WP8

F2F

Henk
Neijmeijer

HNe

TU/e

Chair of TU/e D&C section, expert
nonlinear dynamics and control

F2F

Nathan van de
Wouw

NvdW

TU/e

Full professor TU/e D&C section,
expert nonsmooth mechanics

F2F

Mahdi
Khoramshahi

MKh

EPFL

WP2

F2F

Saeed Abdolshah

Sab

TUM

WP3

F2F

Sami Haddadin

Sha

TUM

WP3

Via Skype (only
23-01-2020)

Alexander Kurdas

AKu

TUM

WP3, newly hired PhD student

F2F

Abderrahmane
Kheddar

AKh

CNRS

WP4

F2F

Claude
Lacoursiere

CLa

AGX

WP1 and WP5, with support of
WP2, WP3, and WP4

F2F

Heico Sandee

Has

SR

WP5

F2F

Janno Lunenburg

JLu

SR

WP5

F2F

Jose Medina

JMe

FRANKA

WP5

F2F

Andreas
Spenninger

ASp

FRANKA

WP5

F2F

Bas Coenen

BCo

VDLANDE

WP6

F2F

Jalte Norder

JNo

VDLANDE

WP6

F2F (only 24-012020)
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3. AGENDA
THURSDAY -- 23 JANUARY 2020 (LOCATION: TU/e, Dept. Mechanical Engineering, Eindhoven)
11:30-12:00

Welcome (Hall of the TU/e Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, building GEMINI )

12:00-13:15

Lunch (Canteen of the Dept. of Mechanical Engineering

13:15-13:30

I.AM Introduction by Alessandro Saccon (Room GEMINI ZUID 0.05)

13:30-14:00

TU/e and its role in I.AM (I.Model and WP1, Alessandro Saccon)

14:00-14:30

EPFL and its role in I.AM (I.Learn and WP2, Mahdi Khoramshahi, representing Aude
Billard)

14:30-15:00

TUM and its role in I.AM (I.Sense and WP3, Sami Haddadin)

15:00-15:30

CNRS and its role in I.AM (I.Control and WP4, Abder Kheddar)

15:30-15:45

Coffee break

15:45-16:15
Sandee)

SMART ROBOTICS and its role in I.AM (WP5, Janno Lunenburg, representing Heico

16:15-16:45

ALGORYX and its role in I.AM (DYNAMICS SOFTWARE and API, Claude Lacoursière)

16:45-17:15

FRANKA-EMIKA and its role in I.AM (PANDA AND IMPACTS, José Medina)

FRIDAY -- 24 JANUARY 2020 (LOCATION: Vanderlande headquarter, Veghel)
09:00-09:10

Welcome by Vanderlande (Room VEGHEL 50 0th FL - 01)

09:10-09:30

VANDERLANDE and its role in I.AM (USES CASES, Bas Coenen)

09:30-10:30

Project Management/Gender Action/Data Management/Ethics (Jos den Ouden,
40mins)
Industrial Dissemination/Exploitation/IP (Jalte Norde, 20mins)

10:30-12:00

Visit at Vanderlande Innovation Center
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4. OUTCOME OF THE MEETING - ACTIONS AND
DECISIONS
4.1. Actions
#

Description

Who

When

1

Check the interactions between
WP & tasks and set-up
bilat/telcos with the WP leads

TU/e
(ASa/JdO)

February 2020

2

All partners to upload the
presentations to the shared
folder for internal use. The
Powerpoint slides will be
uploaded in the I.AM. website,
once online (M3), for future
reference (password protected).

all

29-01-2020

3

AGX will develop an importer of
URDF (eventually, SDF and SRDF)
files for AGX dynamics.
Furthermore, AGX will create an
URDF file for Panda by FRANKA,
containing estimated inertia and
mass.

AGX

01-03-2020

4

AGX will provide the partners
with free licences of AGX
dynamics, under the condition
that they will be solely used for
the scope of the I.AM. project.

AGX

15-02-2020

5

Detailed specifications of Panda:
FRANKA will provide missing
details about some of the
components of Panda (e.g.,
inertia, motor gear ratios, …) to
allow the creation of a detailed
URDF (or similar) format of the
robot for dynamic simulation
under impact. ASp will discuss
internally what the possibilities
are and will report to the
consortium.

FRANKA

15-02-2020

6

SR will inform the interested
partners about the possibility of
obtaining a bellowed suction cup
for internal testing. This type of

SR

15-02-2020

8

Status

end effector will be used in the
TOSS scenario validation.
7

Study feasibility of mounting
FRANKA Panda in existing SIR
system (due to the different
reach compared to UR10).

SR + FRANKA

04-01-2020

8

Make available to the interested
partners the impact data
obtained on a tossing UR robot
and recorded with an Optitrack
Prime 17W 360FPS mocap.

TU/e

01-03-2020

9

Contact the EAB, possibly
enlarging its original composition
to include other potentially
relevant interested businesses.
Set up a meeting to introduce
the I.AM. project and collect
feedback.

VDLANDE

15-02-2020

10

Contact the ESAB. Set up a
meeting (ICRA Paris?) to
introduce the I.AM. project and
collect feedback

TU/e

15-02-2020

11

TUM will share recent results on
combining momentum-based
observer (accurate/slow) with
direct method observe
(noisy/fast), to obtain
accurate/fast external torque
estimation

TUM

15-02-2020

12

TU/e will manage WP8 – Ethics
and will provide 2 deliverables
D8.1 & D8.3

TU/e

31-01-2020

13

TU/e will manage WP8 – Ethics
and will provide 2 deliverables
D8.2 & D8.4

TU/e

31-03-2020

14

All partners will check (use
checklist provided in D8.1, D8.2,
D8.3 & D8.4) and follow the
guidelines of these 4 ethics
deliverables

all

28-02-2020
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4.2. Decisions / open issues
ID

Decision

1

ICRA 2020 in Paris will be the venue for the next consortium meeting. To be confirmed via
email in early February by each partner.

2

Open source software framework to be developed – type of open-source license to be
agreed upon

3

EPFL will explore further grabbing experiments, based on the DS approach when dealing
with heavy objects and higher speed of motion of objects and robot. Data will be made
available to the consortium as this could be already of interest for the I.AM. impact motion
database.
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5. MINUTES
5.1. Day 1 – 23-01-2020 @ TU/e, Eindhoven
Round of introduction:
All attendees introduced themselves.
Saeed Abdolshah TUM, Senior Postdoc
Alexander Kurdas TUM, Newly started PhD student on the I.AM. project
Mahdi Khoramshahi EPFL, Senior Postdoc, representing Aude Billard
Heico Sandee SR, co-founder SR; flexible robots for logistics
Janno Lunenberg SR, PhD in robotics TU/e, team leader of SR R&D
Claude Lacoursière, AGX, co-founder, multibody & multidomain nonsmooth dynamics
Bas Coenen VDLANDE, Competence Robotics Manager, TU/e alumnus
José Medina FRANKA, head of learning team, support partners in integration
Nathan van de Wouw TU/e, modeling and control of nonsmooth dynamical systems
Abder Kheddar CNRS, task-based robot control and
Henk Nijmeijer, chair D&C section, nonlinear dynamics and control expert
Jos den Ouden, TU/e, project manager for I.AM.
Alessandro Saccon TU/e, Coordinator, nonlinear control and robotics

5.1.1. I.AM Introduction by Alessandro Saccon
ASa introduced the I.AM. project to the attendees.
I.AM. as a new technology that extends robot capabilities in dynamic interaction with the
environment.
Importance on integration and validation scenarios is emphasized:
After 1.5 yr: First integration and numerical testing
After 2 yr: TOSSING scenario validation
After 3 yr: BOX scenario validation
After 4 yr: GRAB scenario validation
Roles of the different partners within the project is mentioned.
See presentation for details.
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5.1.2. TU/e and its role in I.AM (I.Model and WP1, Alessandro Saccon)
Within I.AM., the TU/e focuses in data collection, validation, and creation of impact models for
planning, learning, sensing, and control. ASa explains the TU/e related tasks within I.AM.
Current and recent research contributing to the project is discussed (in particular, comparison of
nonsmooth velocity prediction obtained with a rigid-body model vs. real experiment with a KUKA
arm).
The testing setup for TOSS scenario validation is being put in place. First experiments and recorded
data (3D mocap data, joint encoder, video from standard camera) will be available soon to the
interested members of the consortium.
These first recordings will form the basis for detailing the impact motion database D1.1 (M9): open
data set.
Discussion on impact motion database:
Q(AKh): database as input for assessing theories?
A(ASa): Yes, raw/lightly processed mocap and encoder data – everybody can download and use to
assess quality of developed impact outcome predictors (object-environment impacts, robot-object
impacts)
Q(AKh): Will we store Panda encoder data in the dataset?
A(JMe): Yes, storing encoder data during impact should no problem. To be further discussed: full
details about Panda robot might not be possible to share. Need to discuss internally.
Rigid body dynamics combined with impact law (first milestone) – TU/e & EPFL
ASA emphasized that open source software will been made available to community at the end of
the project (modelling, sensing, learning/planning, control).
R(HSa): in order to get Open Source: document correctly, make shared.
R(HSa): make sure that you already start sharing in the open source system, to get people to work
together à suggestion, use of GitLab
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5.1.3. EPFL and its role in I.AM (I.Learn and WP2, Mahdi Khoramshahi)

Mahdi Khoramshahi is representing Aude Billard, who could not attend the meeting. Research
approach in LASA: combined feedback and feedforward approach. Do not separate planning from
control. Think and act fast.
Learning approach (called dynamical systems, DS), typically based on Gaussian mixture models
(GMM), is used to learn a dynamical system: a sufficiently smooth blend of linear dynamical
systems that ensure stability of a target equilibrium or limit cycle. Disturbances are naturally taken
into account. The approach is not time-based, but output-based (output-feedback). Possibility to
discriminate between Intentional interaction vs. non-intentional interaction: if person intentionally
mis-uses the robot, rather than ‘help’. Illustration of part of the research conducted in the Second
Hands EU project, on development of state dependent dynamical systems. The learning is typically
performed at the end-effector level (Cartesian task). Inverse kinematics/dynamics and additional
repulsive potentials are employed to cope with arm singularity. No use of QP robot control, but
I.AM. is the opportunity to explore this coupling, in conjunction with dealing with impact related
effects.
EPFL has conducted grabbing experiments with a dual arm system, related to validation of GRAB
scenario of I.AM. So far, with relatively low weight boxes (empty cardboard boxes). The dynamical
system has been parametrized to have one target position inside the box, that is then switched to a
higher pose once contact is detected (a “force task” is also added).

5.1.3 TUM and its role in I.AM (I.Sense and WP3, Sami Haddadin)
Introduction of TUM School of Robotics and Machine Learning (R&ML), about 50 prof. from
different disciplines together in School of R&ML. Mission based research à future of health, work,
mobility (comparable to TU/e Strategic Areas).
SHa emphasizes that I.AM. philosophy is that of not how to avoid collision/impact, but how can we
exploit collision/impact? TUM has just hired one PhD. 1 extra PhD student in this project will be
hired asap.
Objective for WP3 lead by TUM: sensing. TUM has long standing experience on estimating external
robot torque. Two main approaches: momentum based observer and direct method. Assumption:
joints velocities and positions, robot model available. Recent RA-L paper describing how to speed
up momentum based observer (that has a typical response time of 100ms that could be too slow for
I.AM.), based on a combination with direct model
I.AM. challenge: How can we speed op collision monitoring pipeline à bandwidth is limited.
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Traditionally estimation contact forces (N), but now we are estimating impacts (Ns): different units.
The momentum observer requires M and M dot (M is the mass matix). Impact observer might not
require M dot.
WP3 tasks: Require inputs from impact model T1.3 and T2.1. Provide inputs for control also for
reaction. Related EU projects ILIAD project & SAFARI project. Needs to define typical collision cases
relevant to scenarios in I.AM. à organize workshops on use case definition (scenario definition is
a deliverable)

5.1.4 CNRS and its role in I.AM (I.Control and WP4, Abder Kheddar)
CNRS introduce their team. Good link between own tasks and the rest of the WP. New members
working on the project will be Niels Dehio (M), Postdoc and Yuquan Wang (M), Postdoc (former
MSc at TU/e, supervision by Henk Nijmeijer).
Possibility to provide humanoid robot impact data for the motion database. CNRS will, in any case,
use a dual arm KUKA system. CNRS shows some recent results of picking up a box with the dual
arm KUKA system. In some experiments, the KUKA low lever controller shut down the system as
velocity limits were reached. Robot manufacturers typically comment “you are not supposed to
make impacts with the robots”. Uncharted territory, but this is exactly why we need I.AM. project.
TU/e has to suggest desired data format (this is in any case, a deliverable at M9).
Contact meshes for dynamic simulations with impact is a point of attention for the project (AGX
and TU/e agree on the remark). Focus should be on capturing the correct trends, not exact timebased simulation. Important to develop a control strategy that is robust to impact time (cannot be
known in advance).
CNRS main tasks: impact posture generator and impact-aware QP control (embed impact
magnitude constraint in planner and in controller) à task-based control that is aware of impact
effects.
CNRS suggests to organize technical weeks to explain/discuss.
CNRS presents results about impact-aware QP control presented at RSS 2019 and HUMANOIDS
2019. CNRS explains key ideas behind these ideas, inclusion of additional constraints to avoid the
QP problem to become unfeasible after a jump; inclusion of an impact map to predict and ensure
valid post-impact state via limiting maximum pre-impact velocity.
CNRS share review of a recent paper to ICRA with consortium à important for rest of project.
Impact-aware robotics positioning needs to be clarified, in order to highlight the difference and
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commonality with existing approaches developed in other communities (hybrid control nonsmooth
mechanics, computer science).
For I.AM. robot simulator environment, CNRS suggests to look at Choreonoid (similar to Gazebo)
(see [1] & [2]). For QP robot control, CNRS explains their unified controller interface mc_rtc: multi
contact real time control (see [3]), that is now fully open source.

5.1.4 SMART ROBOTICS and its role in I.AM (WP5, Janno Lunenburg)
Smart robotics vision: use as much as possible one code base, re-use code. Install robot in 1 day.
Current focus, logistics. Products: smart palletizer & item picker (logistics). Also, loading/unloading
of trolleys.
Real life problem in logistics: box sizes and weights are not the same, difficult use case.
Bin-2-belt: large variety of items à 1200 items/hour, pref. higher rates (delta picker optional, but
has consequences, e.g., limited workspace).
Modeling and motion planning algorithms to be able to deal with dynamic pick and place actions to
increase robot efficiency. à 10-20% increase cycle time desired, even without changing the fill
grade (the fill grade measures the number of items per box). Improvement of fill grade is possible by
using impact-aware manipulation as well.
SR key task in WP5 is to implement and validate I.AM. on a setup using first SR robot and then
Panda. A key point of discussion is whether it actually makes sense to do the first integration on a
UR, since the UR robot is not torque controlled. It is felt that, for the first scenario (TOSS), this is still
feasible (perhaps, making use of a subset of I.AM. modules such as the impact-posture planner and
impact-aware control). This needs in any case further discussions and investigation.
From a practical standpoint, it has also to be decided if SR should install a FRANKA Panda in SR
premises or it will suffice to have a set-up in the TU/e campus (e.g., in VDLANDE innovation lab
located there).
For a complete integration (HW/SW), we need to either:
1) integrate a Panda robot in an existing SR or Vanderlande setup OR
2) port the SR software to/configure the SR software on a to-be-built setup employing a Panda,
which would include, e.g., URDF models (including frames, gripper etc.), parameters, etc.
As was discussed among JLu, JMe and BCo during lunch on Friday, we need to investigate what
would be more convenient (in particular, because a Panda robot does not have the same reach as a
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UR10). This will be likely investigated and will become clearer once the URDF model of the Panda is
completed by AGX.
Set-up benchmark scenarios à how to get the academic partners involved accordingly?
Goal: SR software connected to learning/sensing/control I.AM. software.

5.1.5 AGX and its role in I.AM (Dynanics and API, Claude Lacoursière)
Continuous-time vs. discrete-time mechanics. Discrete action: the basic of AGX integration, and one
of the reasons for integration stability over time. Rigid vs. elastic contacts require very different
treatment (concept of rigidity is with respect to the application time and space scale). AGX dynamics
allow for handling of both type of contacts.
For I.AM., need to allow the consortium to make use of URDF and and perhaps SDF/SRDF
configuration file format [4]. Software will be released to import URDF file and time will be made to
create an URDF for Panda robot arm.
AGX will also focus on proving an interface to the AGX dynamics that can be integrated in QP robot
control, sensing, learning, and impact posture planning. The also consortium has to discuss on the
middleware to use. AGX mentions RTMaps as an example.
AGX will produce a simple application for simulating and visualizing both the Panda and UR10 robot
currently employed in the SIR platform developed by VDLANDE and SR, as well as utilities to load
experimental data for validation. This will be distributed with source code and free licenses for AGX
Dynamics to the members of the consortium. This will ensure that the application can be customized
and integrated with existing control code by the members.

5.1.6 FRANKA-EMIKA and its role in I.AM (PANDA AND IMPACTS, José Medina)
7DOF joint torque manipulator (based on Human-centred robotics principles)
Joint torque sensing. Easily programmable, even by non-experts. Different types of programming
interfaces: e.g., MATLAB/Simulink and ROS (RVIZ) interfaces for control design
Business model based on cloud robotics. In the long run, the business roadmap is to move from
industrial applications to include also service robotics (e.g., elderly care).
For I.AM., the FCI will be used. The FCI allows for low-level access to the robot. FCI has been designed
to get access to the robot state as freely as possible. Low-level filtering of commands and sensor
reading can be changed with the FCI. FRANKA inform the consortium there are however certain
safety features that cannot be disabled via the FCI: one example is change of commanded torque in
one time tep (“slew” rate). Limit is 1Nm.
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FRANKA has a supportive role in I.AM. for the hardware. One robot has been reserved for severe
testing, that could lead to destruction. FRANKA is happy to host students in their premises.
FRANKS is Involved in: WP1 (TU/e) impact database, WP3 (TUM) estimate velocity/state at impacts,
WP5 (RS) implement Panda safe motion unit. Two confidential deliverables: D5.2 (M24) / D5.7
(M36)

5.2. Day 2 – 24-01-2020 @ Vanderlande, Veghel
Visit at Vanderlande in Veghel, with a tour in the innovation center focusing on the three use cases
investigated in the I.AM. project.

5.2.1. Presentation Vanderlande on use cases – Bas Coenen:
VDLANDE is a global leader in added-value solutions for logistics applications. Business focus is on
three market sectors: airport, warehousing, and parcels. Global presence, manufacturing facilities in
Europe, Asia, and America. 4% FTE in R&D.
Clients are looking for scalable, flexible, and redundant solutions, 24/7 operation. With current
growth and labor scarcity, there is a push to develop fully automated solutions (no human labor
required).
Challenges to full automation: variation of products to handle (size, weight, shape, texture), variation
of tasks to execute (identify, pick, orientate, place, stack, inspect, …), human level of performance
(reliability, speed of execution, ability to deal with exceptions, …). All this with a reasonable return of
investment.
VDLANDE will be involved in supporting WP1 modeling and WP4 integration. Furthermore, in WP6,
it will have a leading role in scientific, technological, and innovation management and will manage
the end-user advisory board. VDLANDE is responsible for creating a roadmap and business case for
the introduction of I.AM. in the logistics sector.
Use cases considered in I.AM.: TOSS, BOX, GRAB.
TOSS robot has value in item singulation, both from bulk or from single or multi-item product totes.
BOX bas value for increasing current fill grade, allowing for dense stacking.
GRAB has clear value for depalletizing, allowing for systems with reduced CAPEX (in particular, both
for reducing footprint and material cost)
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5.2.2. Presentation TU/e on Project Management - Jos den Ouden
Introduced the procedures of deliverables, WP6 & WP8 responsibilities and discussed the possibility
for next consortium meeting at ICRA 2020, Paris.
Don’t forget the project in your papers’ acknowledgment
Focus on gender action plan, and the requirement for each partner to post open positions on
platforms that promote gender equality. A list of platforms is provided from I.AM. proposal.

5.2.3. Presentation Vanderlande on Exploitation, dissemination – Jalte Norder
VDLANDE will be responsible for organizing and interacting with the end-user advisory board of
I.AM. Current composition include partners senior personnel as well as external members from TNO,
PAL robotics, and HMC-Heerema. VDLANDE has suggested to include other members such as
gripper manufactures, recycling companies and robot software developers.
EUAB meeting expected to occur at least once a year. First section expected for March/April 2020,
second around EU review meeting (June 2021). During the first meeting, explain I.AM. project goals,
explore possibility for collaboration (e.g., sharing of impact data and use cases requiring impactaware manipulation with the I.AM. consortium, advising the project steering team based on the
roadmap and business cases).
VDLANDE will also focus on dissemination by public announcements, presentations on fairs,
symposia, social media, and creation of a project flyer for end-users, to share insights within the enduser networks. Regarding exploitation, VDLANDE will focus on exploiting different type of results,
knowledge, methods, agreements, networks, technologies. Furthermore, VDLANDE will identity
the barriers and risks for exploitation, actual use of the results after project funding, are recognized
and countered with appropriate measures. Finally, VDLANDE will describes concrete measures to
ensure that results meet real needs and will be taken up by potential end users.
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6. CONCLUSION
The kick-off meeting has fulfilled its role of informing each partner of its role in the consortium and
the recently obtained results and recently started activities that can contribute to the I.AM. project.
There is a need for all the research partners to get access to the nonsmooth dynamics solver of AGX
and allow for reading of standard URDF files (and alike) and experimenting with the software
capabilities via an API that would allow both time-based simulation and frozen-time access, allowing
to specify posture, pre-impact speed, and pre-impact contact state. Independently by the specific
software for nonsmooth dynamics simulations, the research partners need to start thinking how to
integrate nonsmooth dynamics predictions within their framework, also considering computational
time requirement for deploying the technology on real robots.
For the second consortium meeting, it is consequently required to keep the following two points in
the agenda (a) exploration and selection of a middle-ware and software architecture ensuring
communication between the software components and (b) a discussion about how the modelling,
learning/planning, sensing, and control components will make use of impact dynamics and impact
models and if this will require any specific integration with the software AGX dynamics, while
allowing for an open-source software architecture.
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Annex 1 – Partners in I.AM. consortium
Table 2: I.AM. beneficiaries
#

ID # Short name

Beneficiary name

Countr
y

1

1

TU/e

TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITEIT
EINDHOVEN

2

2

EPFL

ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE FEDERALE
DE LAUSANNE

CH

3

3

TUM

TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAET
MUENCHEN

DE

4

4

CNRS

CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE
SCIENTIFIQUE CNRS

FR

5

5

AGX

ALGORYX SIMULATION

SE

6

6

FRANKA

FRANKA EMIKA GmbH

DE

7

7

SR

SMART ROBOTICS BV

NL

8

8

VDLANDE

VANDERLANDE INDUSTRIES BV

NL
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Annex 2 – Kick-off meeting slides

Outline
• General announcements and kick-off agenda
• I.AM. project and its objectives
• Partners and use-case scenarios
• I.AM. timeline and deliverables
• Press release and project’s website, Twitter and LinkedIn accounts

H2020 I.AM. EU Project (GA 871899)
Opening
Alessandro Saccon (TU/e)

I.AM. kick-off meeting | 23-24 January 2020

2

I.AM. kick-off meeting | 23-24 January 2020
I.AM. kick-off meeting | 23-24 January 2020

Agenda

Agenda (cont’d)

DAY 1

DAY 2

13:15-13:30
13:30-14:00
14:00-14:30
14:30-15:00
15:00-15:30

I.AM Introduction by Alessandro Saccon (Room GEMINI ZUID 0.05)
TU/e and its role in I.AM (I.Model and WP1, Alessandro Saccon)
EPFL and its role in I.AM (I.Learn and WP2, Mahdi Khoramshahi, representing Aude Billard)
TUM and its role in I.AM (I.Sense and WP3, Sami Haddadin)
CNRS and its role in I.AM (I.Control and WP4, Abder Kheddar)

08:30 sharp Shuttle to Vanderlande (Rooseveltlaan 1, 5466AC, Veghel)
pick-up point: in front of the Student Hotel (Stationsweg 1, 5611 AA Eindhoven)
close to Eindhoven train station’s main entrance
08:30-09:00 Transfer to Vanderlande (Veghel)
09:00-09:10 Welcome by Vanderlande (Room VEGHEL 50 0th FL - 01)
09:10-09:30 VANDERLANDE and its role in I.AM (USES CASES, Bas Coenen)
09:30-10:30 Project Management/Gender Action/Data Management/Ethics (Jos den Ouden, 40mins)
Industrial Dissemination/Exploitation/IP (Jalte Norde, 20mins)

15:30-15:45 Coffee break
15:45-16:15 SMART ROBOTICS and its role in I.AM (WP5, Heico Sandee)
16:15-16:45 ALGORYX and its role in I.AM (DYNAMICS SOFTWARE and API, Claude Lacoursière)
16:45-17:15 FRANKA-EMIKA and its role in I.AM (PANDA AND IMPACTS, José Medina)
18:30-open

10:30-12:00 Visit at Vanderlande Innovation Center
12:00-13:15 Lunch

Dinner at the Restaurant 1910, Willemstraat 43A, Eindhoven

13:30 sharp Shuttle to Eindhoven Center from Vanderlande (pick-up point: same as drop-off)
13:30-14:00 Transfer to Eindhoven Center (back to Student Hotel/Eindhoven’s train station)
3
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What is impact-aware manipulation?

Impact-Aware Manipulation
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I.AM. Objectives

I.AM. project partners
4 academic and 4 industrial partners

(1) Develop impact models enabling robots to predict the dynamic effect of collisions
(2) Develop a learning and planning framework to automatically generate impact
manipulation tasks to achieve user-specified manipulation objectives

Eindhoven University of Technology
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
Technische Universität München
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
Algoryx Simulation
Franka Emika GmbH
Smart Robotics BV
Vanderlande Industries BV

(3) Develop an impact-aware estimator for robot-object position, velocity, contact forces,
and contact state monitoring
(4) Develop a control framework capable of executing dexterous robot motions that
include intentional impacts
(5) Combine the modelling, learning, sensing, and control frameworks (I.Model, I.Learn,
I.Sense, and I.Control) to obtain a new Impact-Aware Manipulation (I.AM.) framework
and validate it on socio-economic relevant logistics scenarios (tossing, boxing, grabbing)

7
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www.epfl.ch
www.tum.de
www.cnrs.fr
www.algoryx.se
www.franka.de
www.smart-robotics.nl
www.vanderlande.com
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Scenarios

Complexity

TOSS

9

www.tue.nl

BOX

GRAB
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Y0

Robots

I.Learn

I.Model

I.AM timeline

I.Sense

I.Control

I.AM.

The five objectives (I.Model, I.Learn, I.Sense, I.Control, and
thus I.AM.) are reached and validated progressively
OBJ 1.1

Franka Emika Panda

EU Project reviews

UR10

• M18 June 2021

KUKA LBR iiwa

• M36 Dec 2022
• M48 Dec 2023

Experimenting on
existing platforms, providing
recommendation for future
generation robots

Dec 2020

Y1

ObjectEnvironment
Impact laws

OBJ 2.1

Impact Timing
and State
Estimation

MS5.1
OBJ 4.1
Impact QP
Control

Dec 2021

Y2

RobotEnviroment
Impact Laws

Scenario 1 TOSS – TRL6

OBJ 2.2
Robot
Impact Posture
Generator

MS5.2

OBJ 3.2

Aim Aware
Impact
Monitoring

OBJ 4.2
Impact Aware
Impedance
Adaptation

OBJ 1.3

Dec 2022

Y3

Scenario 2 BOX – TRL5

Robot-ObjectEnvironment
Impact Laws

OBJ 2.3

MS5.3

Impact Motion
Learning

OBJ 3.3

Fault recovery
via Reflex
Activation

PROG
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Y4

Time

Dec 2023

11

Software Integration
and numerical testing

OBJ 3.1

Object
Impact Posture
Generator

OBJ 1.2

RESS

BEYON

D TH

E STA

TE OF

THE

OBJ 4.3
Predictive
impact QP
control

ART

Scenario 3 GRAB – TRL4

[[ EFPL KUKAs ]]

MS5.4

I.AM. Deliverables, first 2 years (see GA for all)

I.AM. milestones, first 2 years (see GA for all)
Milestone No Milestone name
MS1

Scenarios specification and interfacing
architecture agreed

MS2

Software policy agreed and shared
repository put in place
MS1.1 Achievement of OBJ1.1

MS3

EU review

Related Work package(s)

Means of verification

SR

WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5

AGX

WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5

Short internal report with description of the three validation
scenarios (TOSS, BOX, GRAB) and a-priori knowledge for I.Model,
I.Learn, I.Sense, and I.Control.
Short internal report

TU/e

WP1

Partner

MS4

MS2.1 Achievement of OBJ2.1

CNRS

WP1, WP2

MS5

MS3.1 Achievement of OBJ3.1

TUM

WP1, WP2, WP3, WP5

MS6

MS4.1 achievement of OBJ4.1

CNRS

WP2, WP3, WP4

MS7

MS5.1 TOSS Scenario 1 (simulation)

SR

WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5

MS8

MS5.2 TOSS Scenario 1

SR

WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5

object-environment contact models allow to predict
impact/release outcome

Impact posture generator can compute robot-object and objectenvironment impact postures for Scenario 1 (TOSS)
I.Sense can estimate relative displacement and inertia of held
object, detect object detachment from end-effector for Scenario
1 (TOSS)
Impact aware QP control gets position, velocity and force data
from the I.Sense and use learned tasks and postures from
I.Learn.
All modules (I.Model, I.Learn, I.Sense, I.Control) can
communicate with each other. Scenario 1 can be performed
successfully using physics numerical simulations. Scenario 1
attempted on UR robot.
Scenario 1 demonstrated on UR robot and Franka Emika

Estimated
date
M12
Dec 2020
M12
M18
Jun 2021
M18
M18

M18

M18

M24
Dec 2021
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Press release, I.AM. website and media
• The TU/e press office will announce the project towards the end of February, right before
the ERF in Malaga (3-5 March 2020), when the I.AM. website is expected to be up and
running with key information (logo, partners, objectives, …).
• Domain name and project website are already functioning,
as well as Twitter and LinkedIn page
i-am-project.eu
@I_AM_H2020
www.linkedin.com/company/i-am-h2020
15
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Outline
• I.Model and expected short-terms interactions with other partners
• TU/e research on impact-aware robotics related to I.AM

TU/e and its role in I.AM.
Modeling and Identification of Impact Laws (I.Model) and fundamentals of impact-aware robot control
Alessandro Saccon (TU/e)

I.AM kick-off meeting | 23-24 January 2020

2

I.Model

TU/e is responsible for I.Model (WP1, partly WP2)

TU/e contribution to I.AM | Alessandro Saccon

TU/e contribution and collaboration with other partners

EPFL

3

TU/e contribution to I.AM | Alessandro Saccon
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Workpackage and task interrelation diagram

TU/e contribution to I.AM | Alessandro Saccon

TU/e is responsible for WP1
Tasks of WP1

I.Control

I.Model

T1.1

T2.1

T3.1

T4.1

T1.2

T2.2

T3.2

T4.2

Robot and object
models

T1.3

T2.3

Environment
details

T1.4

T2.4

PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

Manipulation goals
in logistics

WP1

5

WP2

EPFL

TU/e contribution to I.AM | Alessandro Saccon

T5.5 Human safety

T4.3

•

T1.1 Specifications impact motion database [TU/e] + TUM, CNRS, AGX, FE, VDLANDE

SW integration

T5.1

•

T1.2 Impact data collection [TU/e] + EPFL, TUM, CNRS, FE, VDLANDE (SR, VDLANDE, TU/e already started)

T5.2

•

T1.3 Physics engine Interface [AGX] + TU/e, TUM, CNRS, FE, VDLANDE (FYI Claude will be here also whole next Monday)

•

T1.4 Validation and id model-based impact laws [TU/e] + AGX, FE ( --> followed up by T2.1 Learning models at impact )

•

T1.5 Benchmarks and Progress definition [TU/e] + AGX

TOSS Scenario 1

I.Sense

I.Learn

TU/e

I.AM.

T5.3

BOX Scenario 2

T5.4

GRAB Scenario 3

WP3

TUM

WP4

CNRS

WP5

SR

Deliverables of WP1
•

D1.1@M9 Sep 2020 (and update D1.4@M42 = Jun 2023) I.AM open dataset [TU/e]

•

D1.2@M36 Dec 2022 Engine API for learning, planning, sensing, and control [AGX]

•

D1.3@M42 Jun 2023 I.Model Report (proposed impact models, model validations and id algorithms) [TU/e]

6
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Scenarios 1 (virtual tossing) and 2 (actual tossing)

I.Learn

I.Model

I.Sense

TU/e
OBJ 1.1

Y1

ObjectEnvironment
Impact laws

EPFL CNRS

<---AGX---->

OBJ 2.1

AGX Dynamics, software support and development of API for
control, sensing, planning, and learning; Start thinking also to
an object-robot-environment file description format (URDF++ ?)

FE

Object
Impact Posture
Generator

TUM
Impact QP
Control

RobotEnviroment
Impact Laws

CNRS

OBJ 2.2

EFPL sharing experience with catching and
identification of ballisting motions. Robot+box impact
experiments, evaluation of suitable end-effector

Robot-ObjectEnvironment
Impact Laws

OBJ 2.3

MS5.3

Impact Motion
Learning

OBJ 3.3

Fault recovery
via Reflex
Activation

7

PROG

ObjectEnvironment
Impact laws

OBJ 2.1

Software Integration
and numerical testing

OBJ 3.1

Object
Impact Posture
Generator

Impact Timing
and State
Estimation

MS5.1

RESS

Time

Y4

BEYO

ND TH

E ST

ATE

OF TH

E AR

T

Impact QP
Control

OBJ 1.2

Y2

RobotEnviroment
Impact Laws

Scenario 1 TOSS – TRL6

OBJ 2.2
Robot
Impact Posture
Generator
Aim Aware
Impact
Monitoring

• Nonsmooth dynamics, optimization solvers,
QP robot control (open source + AGX)

TU/e contribution to I.AM | Alessandro Saccon

Y3

Scenario 2 BOX – TRL5

Robot-ObjectEnvironment
Impact Laws

OBJ 2.3

MS5.3

Impact Motion
Learning

OBJ 3.3

Fault recovery
via Reflex
Activation

PROG

Y4
MS5.4

FYI, TU/e has already experience with CNRS QP robot control
(Casper Beumer) and AGX dynamics (Luuk Poort)
8

TU/e research that can contribute to I.AM

OBJ 4.2
Impact Aware
Impedance
Adaptation

OBJ 1.3

Scenario 3 GRAB – TRL4

[[ EFPL KUKAs ]]

MS5.2

OBJ 3.2

• Robot-Object-Environment description (URDF like … ?)

• Software integration (AGX/SR + CNRS, TUM, FE, EPFL, TU/e)

OBJ 4.3
Predictive
impact QP
control

OBJ 4.1

• All I.AM. software components will be open-source

(D1.1 TU/e, D1.2 AGX, D2.1 CNRS, D2.2 EPFL, D3.1 TUM, D4.1 CNRS, D5.1 AGX)

MS5.2
OBJ 4.2

Scenario 2 BOX – TRL5

SR integration with UR and SR software architecture;
Prepare for future integration of Panda and SR suction gripper

VDLANDE Tossing use-case details, expected improvements

VDLANDE
Scenario 1 TOSS – TRL6

Impact Aware
Impedance
Adaptation

OBJ 1.3

FE box-end-effector and end-effector-environment impacts with Panda, focus
on damping of structural vibrations and possible motor unit/structure damage

I.AM.

I.Control

OBJ 1.1

OBJ 3.2

Aim Aware
Impact
Monitoring

Y3

I.Sense

The five objectives (I.Model, I.Learn, I.Sense, I.Control, and
thus I.AM.) are reached and validated progressively

Y1

Software developed in I.AM

Software Integration
and numerical testing

Robot
Impact Posture
Generator

TUM Sensing gripper-box impact on conveyor belt (CNRS, SR, VDLANDE)
model-based accurate estimation post-impact velocities

I.Learn

I.Model

MS5.1
OBJ 4.1

Y2

Y0

Points of attention on integration

SR

OBJ 3.1
Impact Timing
and State
Estimation

OBJ 1.2

CNRS (a) Impact posture planner (b) QP robot control

I.AM.

I.Control

The five objectives (I.Model, I.Learn, I.Sense, I.Control, and
thus I.AM.) are reached and validated progressively

RESS

BEYO

ND TH

E ST

ATE

OF TH

Time

Y0

I.AM timeline and interactions

E AR

OBJ 4.3
Predictive
impact QP
control

T

Scenario 3 GRAB – TRL4
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Tossbot

4 Optitrack Prime 17W (360FPS)
UR10
Parcel with passive markers
Conveyor belt
Related to
• I.AM Objective OBJ1.1
• Deliverable D1.1 (Open I.AM
dataset)

9
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Tossbot

TU/e contribution to I.AM | Alessandro Saccon

Post-impact velocity prediction
Focus
- identify/create both object-robot RELEASE
and robot-environment IMPACT models
- record mocap and encoder data and share
them openly

30 deg.

30 deg.

60 deg.

60 deg.

90 deg.

90 deg.

Aouaj, V. Padois. A. Saccon, Predicting the post-impact velocity of a robotic arm, submitted
ICRA 2020 (available HAL)
Related to I.AM Objective 1.2. Short term plan: start two MSc projects at TU/e
11
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MS5.4

Impact-Aware Learning From Demonstration

PhD thesis of Mark Rijnen
Mark’s work focusses on
theoretical aspects related to tracking trajectory with
(possibly simultaneous) impacts
• Sensitivity analysis about a trajectory with impacts: relevant
for optimal gain design and optimal motion planning
• Some experimental work, including post-impact velocity
estimation from encoder data
•

For further details, the PhD thesis of Mark Rijnen (November 2018)
can be accessed at the following URL

Joint work with
Jens Kober, TU/Delft
13
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research.tue.nl/en/publications/enabling-motions-with-impacts-in-robotic-and-mechatronic-systems
14

Sensitivity Analysis of Trajs with Simultaneous Impacts

TU/e contribution to I.AM | Alessandro Saccon

2D demonstrator of impact-aware technology

Rijnen et al., Sensitivity analysis for trajectories of nonsmooth mechanical systems

Prodrive Technologies

with simultaneous impacts: a hybrid systems perspective, ACC 2019
15
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Geometric visual object tracking with nonsmooth
impact models

TU/e contribution to I.AM | Alessandro Saccon

Conclusion

Collaboration with Alexandre Bernardino
IST Lisbon
17
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Conclusion and next steps
-

We close to have an experimental setup
ready for data collection, testing, and validation for the first scenario with a UR robot

-

We are about two starts at least 2 MSc projects on impact data collection, impact
modeling, impact-aware robot control using Franka Emika Panda

-

We will reach out in the coming months to
-

-

19

detail the 3 validation scenarios
agree on the I.AM. software infrastructure, relying on existing tools (AGX Dynamics, QP
robot control, posture planner, … )

We are shortlisting candidates for 2 PhD positions of I.AM. at the TU/e
In case you know some student, we will be happy to evaluate her/his candidacy
TU/e contribution to I.AM | Alessandro Saccon

Impact Aware Manipulation

by Dexterous Robot Control and Learning in Dynamic Semi-Structured Logistic Environments

Learning

WP2 – Learning

Tasks:
• T2.1 Learning uncertainty models at impact (M7 - M42)
• T2.2 Impact Posture Generator for Dynamic Manipulation (M7 - M42)
• T2.3 Learning of Impedance and Dynamical Systems for control with impacts (M1 - M42)
• T2.4 Learning of QP control weights, gains, impedance (M7 - M30)
• T2.5 Planning Benchmark and Progress Definition and Evaluation (M1 - M48)

Kick-off meeting
Aude Billard and Mahdi Khoramshahi

2

Objectives and Milestones
OBJ2.1 Robot-environment contact models allow to predict impact/release outcomes
MS4 (M18) for TOSS
MS9 (M30) for BOX
OBJ 2.2 Impact posture generator can compute robot-environment contact postures for BOX
MS10 (M30)

Learning

OBJ 2.3 Learned motion for GRAB including contingency plans, described in term of dynamical systems,
obtained from impact postures and with optimized Impedance
MS15 (M42)

Deliverables:
D2.1 Impact Posture Planning for Dynamic Manipulation (M36), CNRS
D2.2 I.Learn report (M36), EPFL

3

4

To think and react fast !

Previous works at LASA related to I.AM.

5
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Why machine learning?

Which model?
"̇ = $(")

State-dependent Dynamical System
• Used as the motion-planner
• Analogous to a “policy” in RL

How to train
•
•
•
•

7

SVR
Neural Network
Gaussian process
Gaussian Mixture Models
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Learning stable DS using GMM from demonstrations
! ", "̇ ~ & ((", ";̇ +, , Σ. )

The joint distribution of state-action

x2

'
5

"̇ = 1 " ≔ 3 "|"
̇
= & ℎ' " (7' " + 9' )

x*

'

f ( x) = 0

With the following constraints, the DS is stable at " ∗

7' + 7;' ≺ 0

x1

9' = −7' " ∗
9
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State-dependent DS for motion planning
• Stability
• Capacity for Learning
• Generalization
• Reactivity

"̇ = $(")

State-dependent DS for motion planning
%&

" ∈ ℝ) state
"̇ ∈ ℝ) state-update

Dynamical
System

"

"̇ #
∫

"̇ # = *(")

Impedance
controller

%'

"̇

%' = −. ("̇ − "̇ # )

Robot

∫

Compliant interaction while performing a task

"̈

/"̈ = %' + %&

(Kronander and Billard 2016)
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12

Adaptation in DS
! = #$(& + &)̅

+
• Stability
!̇ = ,(!)
• Capacity for Learning
• Generalization
• Reactivity
• Modulation
• Adaptation

&̇ = ,(&; Θ)

Here disturbances (or possible impacts) are compliantly rejected.
However, disturbances (and impacts) can shape the dynamical systems (adaptation).
13

Motion adaptation in DS-impedance control
Human
Parameterized
DS

(̇ )

!2
Impedance
Control

!3

4

Robot

(

14

Motion adaptation based on human-interaction
( Robot’s position
(̇ Robot’s velocity
(̇ ) Desired velocity
!3 Control force
!2 Human force
Θ DS parameters

(̇
Adaptation

• Impedance control: !" = −%((̇ − (̇ ) )
• Dynamical system: (̇ ) = +((; Θ)
• Adaptation rule:
Θ̇ = −. /01(Θ)
15

Smooth transition across tasks
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Task adaptation in DS-impedance control

)

"̇ # = % *& +& "

Human

&'(

0 ≤ *& ≤ 1 and Σ& *& = 1

Parameterized
DS

(̇ )

-,

!2
Impedance
Control

!9

Robot

(

( Robot’s position
(̇ Robot’s velocity
(̇ ) Desired velocity
!9 Control force
!2 Human force
-, Task-beliefs
., ith Task

(̇

Adaptation

• Impedance control: !" = −%((̇ − (̇ ) )
• Dynamical system: (̇ ) = ∑, -, ., (()
• Adaptation rule:
-/̇ , = 0 1̇23 ., ( + -, − 0.5 ., (
17
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Task adaptation based on human-interaction

Robotic reactivity toward human-guidance
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Filtering unexpected interaction forces
"$%

"#
-̇

Virtual
Admittance
Eq. 5

*)̇ +

&$'
&$2

!
Saturation

−
+

-

ℎ
Eq. 8

1−ℎ

−

−

1

&$,

+

∆

Goal

Applications in implicit force control
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Experimental evaluation

Approach

Polishing of a non-flat surface

Disturbance

"̇ # = % " + %' "
25
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Experimental evaluation

Reaching, grasping, and manipulating a box

Right
Robot

Left
Robot

31
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Thank you for your attention!
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From Robotics and AI to Machine Intelligence

Artificial intelligence and robotics shape our future
Health

Physics

Governance

Computer Science
Medicine
Sport und Health Sciences

Mathematics

2

Work

Machine Intelligence is the science of exploring
intelligent, adaptive and networked, potentially hybrid
artificial systems that act, react and interact with
people and the environment in a purposeful manner
in the physical world. It emerges from the fields of
robotics, artificial intelligence and perception.

Mobility

3

1 https://www.stuttgarterzeitung.de/inhalt.autonomes-fahrentechnisch-ausgereift-aberverboten.dcb6d764-6c23-4bbe-94efc558890e2922.html?reduced=true
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MSRM - Origin and driving force of Robotics and Machine Intelligence
Visit Angela Merkel 24.05.2019

Robots with a sense of touch
•
•
•
•

Future of Health

Future of Work

4

Safe human-robot interaction
More dexterity, still far from human
Torque-controlled robots -> impact / collision detection
How can we exploit torque-controlled robots and impacts?

Future of Mobility

Angela Merkel visits MSRM: Video Link https://youtu.be/WzM6rnr8c24

5
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Impact Aware Manipulation by Dexterous Robot Control and Learning in Dynamic Semi-Structured Logistic Environments (I.AM.)

Objectives and Challenges
Project Challenges
Predict the Effect of
Impacts

Learn and Plan
Motions with
Impacts

Sense Motions with
Impacts

Control Motions
with Impacts

Impact Aware
Manipulation in
Logistics Scenarios

Objective 1
Valiadte Impact
Models
I. Model

Objective 2
Learn and Plan
Motions
I. Learn

Objective 3
Impact Monitoring
for Manipulation
I. Sense

Objective 4
Ipact Aware Robot
Control
I. Control

Objective 5
Impact Aware
Manipulation
I.AM.

Matching Objectives
7
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WP2: Learning

8
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WP6: Management

Workpackages

WP1: Modeling

TUM in I.AM.

WP5: Integration
and Scenario
Validations

WP3: Sensing

WP7: Dissemination
and Exploitation
WP4: Control

Sami Haddadin
(Principal investigator)

Saeed Abdolshah
(Senior Researcher)

Alexander Kurdas
(PhD Student)

????
(PhD Student)
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Collision pipeline (Previous Work)

Collision pipeline (Previous Work)

• Goal:
• Collision avoidance & collision-free path planning
• Anticipatory robot motion to minimize impact effects in case of collision

Haddadin et al. “Robot collisions: A survey on detection, isolation, and identification“. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 33(6), 1292-1312, 2017.

11

Haddadin et al. “Robot collisions: A survey on detection, isolation, and identification“. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 33(6), 1292-1312, 2017.
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Collision pipeline (Previous Work)

Collision pipeline (Previous Work)

• Collision detection using the transmission of contact wrenches
• Major problem is threshold on the monitoring signals including:
• Measuring currents in robot electrical drives
• Comparing the actual commanded motor torques with the nominal model-based control law
• Adaptive Control
• Sensitive skins
Haddadin et al. “Robot collisions: A survey on detection, isolation, and identification“. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 33(6), 1292-1312, 2017.

• Localizing the contact point
• Computations based on the nominal desired trajectory or compute joint accelerations (Not
reliable)
• Acceleration estimation for torque prediction and comparison (Noise and delay problem)
13

Haddadin et al. “Robot collisions: A survey on detection, isolation, and identification“. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 33(6), 1292-1312, 2017.
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Collision pipeline (Previous Work)

Collision pipeline (Previous Work)

• Characterizing the collision event (e.g. acting Cartesian wrench at the contact)

• Accidental or intentional

• Directional information and the intensity of the generalized collision force

• Light or severe

• Collisions as faulty behaviors of the robot actuating system

• Collision timing to determine if it is permanent, transient, or repetitive.

Haddadin et al. “Robot collisions: A survey on detection, isolation, and identification“. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 33(6), 1292-1312, 2017.

15

Haddadin et al. “Robot collisions: A survey on detection, isolation, and identification“. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 33(6), 1292-1312, 2017.
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Collision pipeline (Previous Work)

Collision pipeline (Previous Work)

• Needs data from prior phases

• Decide how to proceed, e.g., whether to try to recover the original task

• Decide about reactions such as stop

• Global environmental information and reasoning is certainly needed

14

16

• Reaction should be embedded in the lowest control level
Haddadin et al. “Robot collisions: A survey on detection, isolation, and identification“. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 33(6), 1292-1312, 2017.
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Haddadin et al. “Robot collisions: A survey on detection, isolation, and identification“. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 33(6), 1292-1312, 2017.
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Collision monitoring methods (Previous Work)

Collision Detection, Isolation and Identification for Humanoids (Previous Work)

• A humanoid robot with:

• Estimation of the Power !"#$ Associated with the External Joint Torque via Energy Observer

•
• Direct Estimation of %"#$

Joint position (! ) sensing
˙

• Joint velocity (!) sensing
Joint torque (#$ ) sensing

• Monitoring %"#$ via Inverse Dynamics

•

• Estimation of %"#$ via Joint Velocity Observer

• base twist ((̇ & = (+&̇ ,

• base orientation (%& ) measurement

•
• Estimation of %"#$ via Momentum Observer
Haddadin et al. “Robot collisions: A survey on detection, isolation, and identification“. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 33(6), 1292-1312, 2017.

19

-&, ), )

detection:
partsofin6-DOF
contact?
arbitrary
number
force/torque sensors
isolation: where?
identification: quantities?

Vorndamme, J., et al, 2017, May. Collision detection, isolation and identification for humanoids. In 2017 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation
(ICRA) (pp. 4754-4761). IEEE.
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Proposed solution (Previous Work)

Simulation (Previous Work)

21
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Our current project (Kobo34)

Our current project (Kobo34)
With one arm:

• Recognize contacts

• Observe joint moments

• Safe contact reaction / reflex

• Estimate force / torque vector at the end effector
• Threshold-based detection of contacts

• Involvement in the process

With two arms:

• -> Solved for one-armed manipulation

• Using joint moments / Internal tension
• Mass / center of gravity of the manipulated object for unknown / not constant

• -> New in Kobo34: approaches for two-armed manipulation

• Differentiation between external forces / internal tension / held object
• Reflexes such as stopping the robot
23
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High-Speed Collision Monitoring (current work)

High-Speed Collision Monitoring (current work)

25
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WP3: Sensing

WP3 Objectives
•

Develop an impact aware estimator for robot-object position, velocity, contact forces, and contact
state monitoring

I.Learn
Reflex Tree

Robot motions with intentional impacts

•

Provide accurate velocity and force estimations (10% velocity and force error) right after (3-5 ms)
an impact phase

I Sense

Task updates
Pre-collision

Detection

Isolation

Identification

Classification

Reaction

•

A systematic fault recovery framework for the dealing with contingencies, including the activation

Post-collision

of pre-programmed and learned reflexes
I.Model

Reflex Decision

•

Contingency
task updates

Improve robustness in the execution of intended manipulation tasks

I.Control

27
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WP3 Objectives

WP3 Tasks

•

Year 1

OBJ 3.1: Impact Timing and State

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Estimation

T3.1

• OBJ 3.2: Aim Aware Impact Monitoring
•

Impact Aware Velocity Estimation and Contact Monitoring

OBJ 3.3: Fault Recoery via Reflex
Activation

T3.2

T3.3

29

Task Completion Monitoring
and Reflex Activations for Fault
Recovery

Sensing Benchmarks and Progress Definition and Evaluation
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WP3 Tasks

WP3 Tasks

• T3.1 Impact Aware Velocity Estimation and Contact Monitoring (M1-M30)

•

•

T1.3 & T1.4
Validated impact models

T3.1
▪
▪

T2.3

T3.2 Task Completion Monitoring and Reflex Activations for Fault Recovery (M19-M30)
•

Developing aim aware impact monitoring pipeline

Collision pipeline
Focus on intentional impacts
Discrimination between intentional
and unintentional contacts

•
•

•

contact timing
post-impactphase contact
force and
velocity
…

Developing aim and impact aware reflex decision tree

T3.2

T1.3 & T1.4

Reflex Activations for Fault
Recovery

Validated impact models

T4.1

A-priori knowledge of the
impact/release motions

Impact-aware QP control

T2.1 & T2.3

T3.2

A-priori knowledge of
the impact/release
motions & likelihood of
contact transition failure

aim and impact aware reflex
decision tree
▪ A database of contingency
tasks (robot reflexes)

T4.1
Impact-aware QP control

T3.1
Collision pipeline
31
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WP3 Tasks

WP3 Deliverables

•

• D3.1 I.Sense report (M36)

T3.3 Sensing Benchmarks and Progress Definition and Evaluation (M1-M48)
•

OBJ 3.1 -> Benchmarking the required time from change of contact until detection and real-

• Collect papers published with an executive summary of main results and proposed algorithms.
Separate technical annex gathering the final performances obtained for each modeling
benchmark. This final report summarizes the main achievements, limitations and future directions
related to I.Sense (T3.1, T3.2). This includes also the publication of the aim-aware impact
monitoring pipeline and reflex decision tree software (I.Sense) as open source sofware
(on GitHub or similar open platform).

time performance of estimator
• OBJ 3.2 -> Benchmarking number of failures against successful detection, isolation and
identification of contacts
•

OBJ 3.3 -> Benchmarking the ability to recover the execution of the desired motion plan with
impacts

33
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Tum in other WPs (WP1: Modeling)

Tum in other WPs (WP2: Learning)

Year 1

T1.1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 1

Year 4

T2.3

Specifications for the
impact motion database,
including Taxonomy of
Contact Transitions (2 PM)

T1.2

Data Collection of Robot-Object-Enviroment Contact Transitions for Robotic Manipulation (2 PM)

T1.3

Physics Engine Interface and Impact Laws implementation for learning, planning, sensing, and control (2 PM)

35

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Learning of Impedance and Dynamical Systems for control with impacts (2 PM)
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Tum in other WPs (WP4: Control)

Tum in other WPs (WP5: Integration and Scenario Validations)

Year 1

T4.1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 1

Year 4

Year 4

Software Integration and Development (2 PM)

T5.1

Impact aware QP robot control (2 PM)

Year 3

Year 2

Take-up and Deployment of Scenario 1 (Robot Tossing) (1 PM)

T5.2
T5.3

Task-up and Deployment of Scenario 2 (Robot Boxing) (2 PM)

T5.4

Take up and Deployment of Scenario 3 (Robot Grabbing) (3 PM)
Evaluation of human safety in impact aware manipulation (9 PM)

T5.5

Scenarios Benchmarks and Progress Definition and Evaluation (1 PM)

T5.6
37
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From car crash tests to safe robotics (Previous Work)

Completed literature review for head and chest (Previous Work)

•

To understand mechanical impacts with different body parts and how different injuries occur.

•

Completed the systematic analysis of injury data for head and chest in Relevant and usable impact experiments:
à Chest: 658
à Head: 577
mass/velocity representation:

M. Patrick, et al., “Forces on the human body in simulated
crashes,” 1965.

Safety curves
S. Haddadin, et al. “The “DLR Crash Report”: Towards a
standard crash-testing protocol for robot safety-Part I: Results”.
In IEEE ICRA 2009, pp. 272-279.
Motorbeam, "Adding Safety Features Will Lead To Less Road Safety Says
Maruti Chief
", retrieved from: https://www.motorbeam.com/adding-safety-features-willlead-less-road-safety-says-maruti-chief/, October 2019.

Impacts to the chest with different impactors – Setup 3
39
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Unified Representation of Impact Dynamics (Previous Work)
• SMU - Local perspective

Impacts to the frontal bone with flat impactors –
Setup 2

Collision cases coverage matrices and risks in I.AM.

• Safety Map - Global perspective

• What are typical collision cases (i.e. impact setup & scenario) relevant to
scenarios in I.AM.?
• Approach: monitoring and gathering data from other partners over full project
runtime
• Coverage matrix for collision cases (integration with industrial partners)

• S. Haddadin, et al. "On making robots understand safety: Embedding injury knowledge into
control". The International Journal of Robotics Research 31, no. 13 (2012): 1578-1602.
• S. Haddadin, et al. “A truly safely moving robot has to know what injury it may cause.”. In 2012
IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems, pp. 5406-5413. IEEE,
2012.

• N. Mansfeld, et al. “Safety Map: A Unified Representation for Biomechanics Impact Data and
Robot Instantaneous Dynamic Properties”. In: IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters, vol. 3,
no.3, pp. 1880–1887, Jul. 2018 (Nominated for ICRA 2018 Best Paper Award on Human-Robot
Interaction).
• N. Mansfeld, et al. “Safety Map: A Robotics Safety Evaluation and Safe Robot Design”. Workshop on Autonomous Robot Design at the 2018 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and41
Automation (ICRA), Brisbane, Australia, May 2018.
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Sample risk injuries in I.AM.

Sample risk injuries in I.AM.
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Safe Motion Unit

Thank you for your attention!
I. Modeling

I. Learning

I. Sensing

I. Control

• contact timing
• post-impact-phase contact force and velocity
• …

Integration
and Scenario
Validations

Safe Motion Unit

• Input form modeling and learning WPs

45

Current team members
⬢

Niels Dehio, PostDoc

⬢

Yuquan Wang (not hired on IAM yet)

CNRS @I-AM
CNRS – UM LIRMM
CNRS – AIST JRL
N. DEHIO, A. KHEDDAR, Y. WANG

§ 4 years, 100% since 7 Jan 20
§ PhD thesis 2018 on prioritized
multi-objective control TU
Braunschweig (J. Steil)
§ Postdoc 1Y KIT (T. Kröger)

§ PhD thesis 2016 on QP control
KTH (P. Ögren)
§ Postdoc 2Y KTH

2

Contribution of CNRS in WP-1 (Modeling)
⬢

Contribution to WP2 : Learning

T 1.1 Spec for the data base (2PM)
§ CNRS can contribute to the specification on the basis of its
own robots (TBD)

⬢

⬢

T2.2 Impact PG for dynamic manipulation (12PM)

⬢

T2.3 Learning of impedance and dynamical Systems for
control with impacts (3PM)

T 1.3 Integration to AGX (6PM)

§ Discussion with EPFL

§ Planning how to generate robot’s configuration prior to impact
(including swift manipulation of moving objects)

§ CNRS considers using this part also as an input to the task-space
controller (TBD with EPFL)

§ CNRS will work with Algoryx and TU/e on assessing models
and also revisit the interlink between contact and distance
computation, adding noise and uncertainties, etc.
⬢

T2.1 Learning uncertainty models at impact (1PM)

T 1.2 Data collection (2PM)
§ CNRS can provide data in the format decided made with its
robots

⬢

⬢

⬢

T2.4 Learning of QP control weights, gains, impedance
(6PM)
§ CNRS with work jointly with EPFL to assess theories or
investigate complementary issues

Outcome of WP1 can be used in our control scheme
3
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WP3 : Sensing

⬢

WP4 : Control

T3.1 Impact aware velocity estimation and contact
monitoring CNRS (2PM)
§ Integrating the results as part of the mc_rtc sensors part of
the controller

⬢

⬢

T4.1 Impact aware QP robot control CNRS (30PM)

⬢

T4.2 Impact model preview and adaptive control for QP
control (24PM)

§ Enhancing mc_rtc with impact functionalities
§ Already started (RSS 2019 and HUMANOIDS 2019)

§ Enhancing mc_rtc with impact functionalities (tightly connected to
T4.1)

T3.2 Task completion monitoring and reflex
activations for fault recovery CNRS (1PM)

⬢

§ Integration of the results as past of the mc_rtc FSM part of
the controller

T4.3 Stability, robustness, performance study of the impact QP
control framework and gain tuning (5PM)
§ With TU/e Proofs for convergence
§ Comparison with hybrid systems

⬢

T4.4 Control benchmarks and progress definition and
evaluation (2PM)
§ With AGX / Choronoid

5
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WP5 : Integration and scenario validations
⬢

T5.1 Software integration and development (4)

⬢

T5.2 Tossing (2PM)

⬢

T5.3 Boxing (3PM)

⬢

T5.4 Grabbing (3PM)

⬢

Can we have minimal experimental set-up?

WP4: Controller

§ CNRS will provide OpenSource software
§ CNRS commit to make the controller work on all robots of the
partners
§ Not started yet
§ Not started yet

§ Started with HRP-4 and KUKA bi-arm and early QP control
implementations

7
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Existing work: mc_rtc

WP4 (T4.1-2) Task-space QP controller

⬢

Illustrative example
Controller feasibility

Hardware feasibility

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Limited joint velocity
Limited joint position
Limited joint torque
Limited motor torque
Etc.

9

Task-space QP controller

⬢

Impact induced state jumps may jeopardize feasibility
Controller infeasibility

Hardware infeasibility

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Limited joint velocity
Limited joint position
Limited joint torque
Limited motor torque
Etc.

Our approach to keep the QP feasible…
⬢
⬢
⬢

Assume the impact appears in the next iteration
Predict state jumps
Reformulate the constraints to account for the jump
§ Can be seen as 1 iteration MPC

⬢

Include impact-related bounds as additional
constraints / tasks

12

Results
⬢

Published work

No knowledge needed for…

⬢

§ Exact contact localisation
§ Exact impact timing
§ No need of reset map

⬢

Lower accelerations are generated that are compatible
with max possible velocity
Early work additional decision variables

⬢

Conservative if kept all along the motion

⬢

§ Very early idea / concept tested on simulation
§ Additional decision variable (joint velocity jumps)
⬢

Humanoid 2019
§ Impulse propagation (tentative)
§ Whole body control with unilateral contact
§ Real experiments

§ Now solved

⬢

ICRA 2020
§ Focus on dynamic equilibrium for humanoids
§ Rejected -> RA-L / IROS 2020

§ Impact awareness is to be triggered nearby contact
⬢

RSS 2019

Lacking formal proofs of convergence
13
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Video: box grabbing HRP-4 (no stabilization)

Some videos: dynamic equilibrium

15
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Video: box grabbing with KuKa’s

Conclusion

Wouter Weekers work@LIRMM
⬢

Extension to torque control

⬢

⬢

Closed-loop issues to solve
Buying 2 Pandas
Conveyors / boxes…
Hiring additional staff
Y. Wang

⬢

Plan technical working visits to

§ Made on HRP-5P
⬢
⬢
⬢

§ MSCA
§ TU/e, TUM, EPFL and Algoryx
17

What makes AGX different?
Fast, reliable non-smooth mechanics simulation
for robotics
Claude Lacoursière
Algoryx Simulation AB, Umeå, Sweden

23 January 2020

The name of the game
mv̇ = f 2nd law

Constraints g(x) = 0

Comments
Broad overview of what is expected and required features.
Start with the fact that we need to integrate Newton’s law of motion in time
and this requires a robust numerical methods.
The problem we address is the motion of mechanical systems subject to
constraints, either joints, inequalities, or “non-associated” laws such as
Coulomb’s friction law in which an unknown force limits the magnitude of
another one. “Unknown” because these are computed implicitly.
All this requires a great deal of numerical linear algebra on sparse matrices
and that must be optimized greatly. Standard libraries for this are designed
for very large problems and don’t work in this context because of overhead.
The context is interactive 3D graphics which brings problems regards collision detection and contact computations, as well as speed and real-time requirements. Of course, complex scenes contain multiple types of objects and
large mass ratios are unavoidable. Yet, the library must step over high frequencies at fixed step no matter what.
AGX solves these problems using sound theory and good software design.

Contact,friction
0  (x) fn

0

(x)fn = 0

.

kff k  µfn
ff

fn

Earth

fg

Sparse linear algebra

3D graphics

,

Sti↵ness, multidomain

,

2/13

Earth-Sun orbit

Integration in time

Verlet: xk+1 = 2xk

xk

1

+ h2 f (xk )

Verlet (common)
Verlet, n = 20
RK4, n = 20, neval = 80
Euler, n = 20

Mv̇ = f
+
v̇ ⇡ (vk+1 vk )/h
Mvk+1 = Mvk + hfk , and
xk+1 = xk + hvk+1

Verlet, n = 100
RK45, n = 109, nevals = 654
Euler, n = 100

Ak+1 Ak

Keppler’s 2nd law: Ak+1 = Ak

Adaptive stepping, ⌧ = 10

6

Descriptor form:
•

Mv̇ = GT + f
g(x) = 0 implies Gv = 0
+
Mvk+1 = Mk vk + hfk + GT⇤
g(xk+1 ) = gk+1 = 0

•

1

•

GTk

•x
k
•x

k

• xk + hvk
hag
•

xk+1

•

GTk

1

•

•x
k
•x

1

• xk + hvk
hag
•

GTk

•x
k
•x

k

xk+1•

k

• xk + hvk
hag
•

AGX: (gk+1 + 2gk + gk 1 ) + ⌧Gk vk+1 = 0
4
Solve with symmetric linearization

Strategies:

,

xk+1

Spook
Proj

gk+1 ⇡ 0, search along GTk
gk+1 ⇡ gk + hGk vk+1 , linearization
gk+1 ⇡ 0, search along GTk+1 projection

,

3/13

Compromises
Efficiency
Local accuracy

Generality
Types of DEs that
can be solved:
implicit, explicit,
DAEs, discontinuities

RK4
Fidelity
Global accuracy

Verlet
Spook

All

Spook

Speed

,

Stability

,
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1

Comments
This describes some fundamental choices one must make in computing the
trajectories of a dynamical systems. The standard is to use Runge-Kutta methods but for 2nd order equations like those from physics, they are not suitable.
Verlet is not as efficient but delivers solutions which have the right kind of
symmetry. For the Earth-Sun orbit, Kepler’s 2nd law is satisfied: the area
swept per unit time is constant.
This is true at large steps too as in the top plot on the right column. However,
at such large steps, the orbit is distorted, yet stable over very, very long times.
Forward Euler can’t even do one orbit.
For constrained system, AGX uses a special technique which is similar to
SHAKE and this also preserves symmetries. There are a variety of ways
to stay on the constraint manifold g(x) = 0 but many are unstable, others
require fine tuning, others dissipate energy quickly like projection methods,
also known as “position based physics”. The plot on the right shows that such
methods produce bad solution.
The diagrams show the steps taken by di↵erent methods to compute the motion of the pendulum using the descriptor form of constraints, i.e., when
the variables are redundant, and constraint forces must be computed. Both
SHAKE and AGX try to return to the constraint manifold along the current
normal, GT , but projection methods go in radially according to current position. That dissipates energy and distorts the motion.

Comments Choice of numerical methods is a matter of compromises. As
explained, explicit methods in either the Runge-Kutta family or multi-step
family can be very good when the goal is maximum precision for minimal
work. However, they have strong limitations as they are slower per step, but
faster overall, often doing fewer steps for a given precision.
But few methods are stable indefinitely and good old RK45 can’t do more
than a thousand orbits or so before veering o↵. Methods with global invariants
like Verlet and Spook and the implicit midpoint method can step for ever
without veering o↵.
Explicit methods are very limited and often handle only Ordinary Di↵erential
Equations (ODE)s. That’s why Simulink complains about algebraic loops
(which is silly). But for multibody systems, we must have Di↵erential Algebraic Equations (DAE), and at fixed step, we need implicit methods for
stability. Spook is a very good compromise here, even if we compare it to
other implicit methods.

Discrete time variational mechanics
Standard: 1) variations 2) discretization

S[x, ] =

Z

t
0

Comments
The definition of a Lagrangian L requires only a function for the kinetic and
potential energy in any coordinate system of any mechanical system. Kinematic constraints can be included easily, and that includes boundary conditions well.
The stationary condition S = 0 implies symmetries in the continuum domain according to Noether’s theorem. Discretizing the action first and then
calculating the solution by solving for xk+1 given xk 1 and xk in the last equation implies that @S[x0 , x1 , . . . , xN ]/@xk = 0 for the overall trajectory, and this
implies symmetries. In fact, if I(x, v) = I0 is some invariant quantity, then,
either I(xk , vk ) = I0 is a constant, or, I(xk , vk ) = I0 + O(hp ) where p 1.
Note that the solution exists only if h is small enough.
Symmetry preservation is important from the Machine Learning perspective
when it comes to transfer of learning from simulations to the real world. Numerical errors in variational integrators are physical errors in the sense that the
computed trajectories are exact solutions of slightly di↵erent physical problems, a form of backward stability.
Though the theory presented here covers only conservative systems, this can
be extended to include dissipative terms as required for filtering out irrelevant
high frequencies.
This type of theory is fairly recent, starting in the 1990s.

Alternative: 1) discretization 2) variations
S[x] =

dsL(x, ẋ, , ˙ )

N Z
X
k=0

L(x, ẋ, ) = T(x, ẋ) U(x) + g(x)
S[x, ]
= 0 : least action principle
(x, )

(k+1)h

dsL(x, ẋ, ) ⇡

kh

L(x0 , x1 ,

1)

N
X

= hL(x0 ,

Sd (x0 , . . . , xN , h) =

L(xk , xk+1 ,

k=0

k=N
X

x1

x0
h

,

k+1 )

1)

L d (xk , xk+1 , h)

k=0

Leads to equations of motion

@
Sd (x0 , . . . , xN , h) = 0 for any k
@xk
@
@
L d (xk 1 , xk , h)+
L d (xk , xk+1 , h) = 0.
@xk
@xk

Mv̇ = GT + f ,
g(x) = 0
Discretize with known methods.
But: no symmetry is preserved by default.

The simple case: Verlet’s stepper!
This preserves many physical symmetries
and is very stable at low order.

x(t)
x(t) + (t)

The method applies to any coordinate
system and is multidomain.

x(t)
xk
xk + k
,

,
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The AGX version
Stepping equations
"
#"
#
# "
M
GT vk+1
Mv + hfk
= 4 k
4
G h2 K
h gk + Gvk
xk+1 = xk + hvk+1
K = spring constant, 1 is OK
= 1/(1 + 4⌧/h),
⌧ = damping time
⌧/h = ✓ = 2 ! optimal damping:
Stable for any ✓ > 0.
High frequencies are filtered
predictably, energy loss is small.

U=

2
K
2 kgk

✓

K!1

Pendulum: K = 109 , ⌧/h = 1/2

1
0.5
0
0

2
Imp. Euler
Spook

4

Projection
Midpoint

Pendulum: K = 109 , ⌧/h = 1/2 · 10

Stability as function of K and ✓

1

Comments
The stepper in AGX was constructed by choosing special, symmetric formulae for L d (x0 , x1 , h), i.e., using new ways of approximating the integrals.
This leads to a few things. One is that the constraints equations can be linearized in a time-symmetric way which then preserve time reversal invariance.
Also, these special formulae allow for handling very sti↵ forces in a nice,
stable way, because the high frequencies can be filtered out without having to
tune parameters.
The value of ✓ = ⌧/h should be close to 2. For linear systems, it does not
matter as long as ✓ > 0. That’s what the graphs are showing. The one at
the bottom illustrate that the midpoint method, which is stable, starts to oscillate wildly if there’s too little damping. Of course, the same plot shows that
implicit Euler and projection methods are over and critically damped in the
regime of high frequencies. For these methods, the physics is lost.
But for nonlinear system, one should be a bit cautious at the cost of overdamping a little. The default value in AGX will do for most applications.

Handle any strong potential:

6

6

⌫

1

0.5

0.5

0
0.5
⇤

1

1 0

2

4

3

5

6

0

✓

0

,

2
Imp. Euler
Spook

4

Projection
Midpoint

6

,
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Three flavors of couplings: all algebraic constraints

ff

fn

!

fg

T = 12 vT Mv
U = Mg + 2k x2
fd = v
Constraints:
g(q) = 0
G = @g/@q
Joints

Joint forces:
fj = GT
Nonsmooth:
0  g(q), 0 
And: g(q) = 0.

T=
U=
fd =

Nonholonomic

Holonomic

⇠

1
2
2 LQ
K
V 0 )2
2 (V
Cd |Q|Q

Pressure drops:
P = AT P

A · (x1

Nonsmooth:
0  Q, P 0
PQ = 0

Constraints:
AQ = 0

x2 )

V=0

P= ,

f =A

Pin
↵! Q = 0
h
i "!#
↵
I
= 0,
Q

mass conservation

L = T(q, q̇)
g(q) = 0,

⇠

T = 12 iT Li
1 2
U = qV + 2C
q
fd = Ri
Constraints Ai = 0
Kirchho↵’s law

Voltage drops:
Vj = AT V
Nonsmooth:
0  i, ? V 0
Vi = 0

Power transfer

U(q) and dissipation fd

P=

⌧=↵ ,

fc = GT

Pout = 0
Vi = 0
" #
!
↵]
=0
i

⌧!
[I

⌧= ,

Fourier-D’Alembert’s
R principle:
R
ds{L + T g} + ds q · fd 0
q,

V=↵

Open Strax College, 2012.

Equations of motion:
# " #
# " # " @U
"
fd
0
M
GT v̇
=
+ @q
G
T
0
0

?

0

,

Comments
Coupling between domains is best represented with boundary conditions such
as the position of a piston in a cylinder relates to the volume in the chamber.
Because of the theory developed for the AGX stepper, it is even possible to
“relax” these constraints to account for compliance such as compressibility
of hydraulic fluid (very small) or the compliance of the lines.
Here, we modified the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics techniques and introduced the “constraint” of constant density. Even with iterative techniques,
this leads to very nearly incompressible fluids.
This can then be coupled to multibody dynamics by imposing non-penetration
constraints at the boundaries.

,
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The complete time-stepper: Linear Complementarity (LCP)
2
666M
666 G
666
666 N
4
D

GT
TG
0
0

32
3 2 3 2 3
DT 77 66vk+1 77 66a77 66 0 77
76
777 666 777 666 777
0 7777 6666
777 666b777 666 0 777
76
+
=
,
0 77775 66664 ⌫ 77775 66664 c 77775 66664 ⇢ 77775
TD
d

NT
0
TN
0

xk+1 = xk + hvk+1

0  ⌫ = N · vk+1 + TN · ⌫ + c ? ⌫ 0 normals
0 = D · vk+1 + TD + d ? k k  µ ˜ friction

Use successive box bounds for ˜ ⇡

with splitting

Full wave rectifier

Ideal diodes:
0i? V

0

Spice

Spice

Spice

Nonsmooth

Nonsmooth
Spice

Piecewise linear modeling:

Nonsmooth

⇠

0  Qi ? P Pi
Pi Pi+1

0

P

p0
,

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

Q

,
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Nonsmooth

Multi-impacts models

Comments
Nonsmooth models and fixed step discretizations are compatible with the
least action principle and, despite having to solve LCPs, which is expensive, such methods deliver great gains in performance compared to nonsmooth models and adaptive time stepping which wastes a lot of energy on
what are essentially instantaneous transitions, at least at typical time scales
involved with most applications.
Here, Spice is a standard electronics simulation library which models diodes
with exponentials. This causes the time step to crash so small that three orders
of magnitude can be gained by using a nonsmooth stepper like AGX which
delivers just as good accuracy overall.
For hydraulics, stop and relief valves cause issues as well. The check valve
is like a diode but a relief valves opens progressively leading to a square root
curve on the pressure-flow diagram. This is discontinuous when the valve
starts to open. We can simulate that by having a sequence of check valves
which open at di↵erent pressures. Only this kind of technique allows for fixed
step time integration in a stable way, allowing for real-time applications.
Note that diodes, check valves, frictionless contacts and fluid boundary conditions are identical from the mathematical standpoint and can be simulated
together with the same global method.

Problem: infinitely many solutions!
"

#
#"
# "
GT v (+)
Mv ( )
=
T
EGv ( )

M
G

–

E scalar: Newton’s law

–

E a matrix: dispersion
T is compliance

–

–
–

–

Strong dependence on contact
model.

,

linear
nonlinear

G contact geometry
–
–

point-wise
surfaces

,
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Wires and stiffness

Comments Multi-impact restitution laws are very much a work in development. For most multibody libraries, contacts are treated point-wise and Newton’s restitution law is applied. This can lead to anomalies as point out by
Christian Glocker “Energetic consistency conditions for standard impacts”,
Multibody System Dynamics, 29(1) pp1384–5640.
True multi-impact laws which integrate over the short impact time are in development and lead to matrix restitution laws to account for dispersion. This
is beyond our scope. Hopefully, nearly inelastic contacts and elastic materials
will be sufficient to match the data.

Gigantic mass ratios

Dynamic resolution

p1
l1
p4

p2
d2
l2

d1

l3

p3

,

Collaborative work:

Connected projects

Energy measurements with robot manufacturer
Compliance and safety of corobots for same

–

Interface with AI for autonomous vehicles

–

Web-based rendering and analysis

–

Cloud pipelines for training etc.

,

Configuration file formats e.g., urdf

–

Simple application with Panda robot

–

Experimental data file formats in HDF5

–

Modeling: bodies, wires, flex etc.

–

Runtime environment: Unreal Engine 3D or Unity

–

Integration with control algorithms (QP robot control?)

–

Numerical methods for observers?

–

Validation of contact and impact models

–

New contact models

–

Energy computations (numerics , reality)

–

Inverse dynamics and “mobility”
,

Comments Algoryx has several customers in the field of robotics already and
a number of development contracts are in progress.
This makes us confident to deliver an application suited for this purpose, i.e.,
handling of URDF files for configuration, and HDF5 files to work with the
experimental kinematic data. A simple application will soon be provided so
the members can integrate their controllers in either python or C++.
Interfaces for data export and analysis as well as live visualization are at the
beta level and will be made available to the members.

If you need one of these, it’s coming soon.
And of course, I’m happy to discuss and hopefully provide help with numerical
methods.

,

–

Own research:

,

–
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Joint-development

Comments
Wires are light and when under tension, their transversal oscillation frequencies increase much beyond what a fixed step integrator can handle.
What happens here is that as the tension increases, the discretization of the
wire gets coarser and coarser. This dynamic resolution is also performed
using the variational principle so that momentum is conserved.
The discretization also depends on the shape of the geometries in contact to
avoid the problems of fixed distribution of point masses. Another algorithm
is then used to compute friction forces between the wire and the geometries
it interacts with.
With these techniques, a wire that weighs a few grams can support a mass of
a few tons.
Similar ideas are used in the automatic model order reduction (AMOR) algorithm which is designed to fuse, merge and split bodies which come in contact
and do not move relative to each other.

–

,
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FOTO MIT SCH. HINTERGRUND
FRANKA EMIKA PANDA

THE ROLE OF FRANKA EMIKA IN I.AM

FRANKA WORLD IS THE WEB-BASED CENTER OF OUR ECOSYSTEM

OUR SOLUTION: SAFE & ACCESSIBLE

Revenue

Pla4orms & Products

Customers

Community

Large industry

Device Developers
Products

Purchase

SME

•
•
•

Lightweight structure with excellent precision
Human-like sense of touch & safe re,ex system
Intui.ve mul.modal human-robot interac.on

•
•
•

Smartphone-like user experience
Programming within minutes
Modular and reusable robot apps

Start Ups

App Developers

Global retail

Revenue share

Revenue
Community pla4orm

Solu.on Providers

Customer pla4orm
Match making

A WORLD WHERE EVERYONE CAN USE A ROBOT
Our robots will move from industrial applica.ons
to service robo.cs and from there into everyday life.

ROLE OF FE IN I.AM – Technical WPs

• WP 1 – I.Model
●
1.1 -1.4 Par.cipate in the de8ni.on and collec.on of the
impact database and the es.ma.on and valida.on of (modelbased) impact laws

• WP 3 – I.Sense
●
3.1 Support TUM in the es.ma.on of velocity during impacts

e

ROLE OF FE IN I.AM – Demonstrator (WP5)

e

PRIOR WORK OF FE FOR I.AM – FE PANDA

• Direct support of partners using Franka Emika Panda in the demonstrators
Boxing

Tossing

Franka Emika Panda research plaorm
Robot performance
Interfaces

• Support TUM in the implementa.on of the Safe Mo.on Unit
• Deliverables on Franka Emika Panda impact resilience
●
(M24) Against steel surface
●
(M36) Against object with other proper.es

PRIOR WORK OF FE FOR I.AM – FE PANDA

ROBOT PERFORMANCE

Franka Emika Panda research plaorm
Robot performance
Interfaces

ROBOT PERFORMANCE

ROBOT PERFORMANCE

ROBOT PERFORMANCE

ROBOT PERFORMANCE – IMPACTS RESILIENCE

ROBOT PERFORMANCE

PRIOR WORK OF FE FOR I.AM – FE PANDA

Preliminary study of impacts
Franka Emika Panda research plaorm
Specs and performance
Interfaces

INTERFACES

INTERFACES - FCI
Three interfaces to cover most elds in robocs

For researchers in low-level control and planning
●
Kinema.c and dynamic model library
●
Fully transparent 1 kHz interface (joint torque, joint/Cart. mo.on)

INTERFACES – FCI – MATLAB Simulink

INTERFACES – FCI – ROS

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access robot state and control interfaces in SimulinkTM
Realtime monitoring during execution with external mode

Flagship robot in MoveIt! Tutorials
Multi-arm support with a single computer
URDF including camera
Out of the box calibration routines
External gripper examples
Perception-based manipulation examples
Control and motion generation examples

INTERFACES – FCI – ROS

INTERFACES – FCI – ROS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flagship robot in MoveIt! Tutorials
Multi-arm support with a single computer
URDF including camera
Out of the box calibration routines
External gripper examples
Perception-based manipulation examples
Control and motion generation examples

Flagship robot in MoveIt! Tutorials
Multi-arm support with a single computer
URDF including camera
Out of the box calibration routines
External gripper examples
Perception-based manipulation examples
Control and motion generation examples

INTERFACES – FCI – ROS

INTERFACES – FCI – ROS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flagship robot in MoveIt! Tutorials
Multi-arm support with a single computer
URDF including camera
Out of the box calibration routines
External gripper examples
Perception-based manipulation examples
Control and motion generation examples

Flagship robot in MoveIt! Tutorials
Multi-arm support with a single computer
URDF including camera
Out of the box calibration routines
External gripper examples
Perception-based manipulation examples
Control and motion generation examples

Smart Robotics at a glance
• Founded: May 2015
• Employees: 48
• Installed Robots: 75

Smart Robotics in I.AM.
Janno Lunenburg

29 January 2020

2

Core business
• "Realize and market robot systems that are flexibly deployable and easy to
configure. Proven safe cobot hardware is combined with advanced motion
planning, using 3D-vision feedback and flexible grasping in a modular setup to
configure logistics solutions."

•
•
•
•
•

• Product lines:
• Smart Palletizer
• Cobot, heavy, (de-palletizing)

• Smart Item Picker
• Bin-2-bin, bin-2-belt, mobile

No fences
Installation time: 2 hrs
Teach-in time: 10 minutes (by operator)
Floor capacity: 3 m2
Cost saving: factor 3

• (Smart Trolley Loader)

3

Bin-2-belt

29 January 2020

29 January 2020

4

Bin-2-bin

5

29 January 2020

6

Relevant results and key benefits

WP5: Integration and Scenario Validations

• Relevant results: "Modeling and motion planning algorithms to be able to
deal with dynamic pick and place actions to increase robot efficiency"
• Key benefits:

• Objectives:
• "Provide guidelines to ensure a smooth integration of the impact aware manipulation
software, developed as modeling, learning, sensing, and control components in WP1, WP2,
WP3 and WP4."
• "Validate the impact aware manipulation (I.AM.) software on the three validation scenarios,
first by means of numerical simulation and then physically on the consortium robot
manipulators."

• 10% – 20% increase in efficiency
• Improvement of business cases of current products
• New possibilities (e.g., in dynamic logistics applications)

29 January 2020
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29 January 2020

WP5: Integration and Scenario Validations

WP5: Integration and Scenario Validations

• Tasks:

• Deliverables:

• T5.1: I.AM. Software Integration and Development --> AGX, TU/e, EPFL, TUM, CNRS, SR
• T5.2: Take-up and Deployment of Scenario 1 (Robot Tossing) --> SR, TU/e, TUM, CNRS, FE,
VDLANDE
• T5.3: Task-up and Deployment of Scenario 2 (Robot Boxing) --> SR, TU/e, TUM CNRS, FE,
VDLANDE
• T5.4: Take up and Deployment of Scenario 3 (Robot Grabbing) --> EPFL, TU/e, TUM, CNRS,
VDLANDE
• T5.5: Evaluation of human safety in impact aware manipulation --> TUM, FE, SR
• T5.6: Scenarios Benchmarks and Progress Definition and Evaluation --> SR, EPFL, TUM

29 January 2020
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• D5.1: I.AM. software integration policy and update --> AGX
• D5.2: Structural evaluation of the Panda robot arm in performing impact tasks and update -->
FE
• D5.3: Scenario 1 (TOSS) report --> SR
• D5.4: Scenario 2 (BOX) report --> SR
• D5.5: Scenario 3 (GRAB) report --> EPFL
• D5.6: Human safety in impact aware manipulation --> TUM

9

29 January 2020
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Conclusions
• Challenges in Item Picking applications in cycle time and fill grade
• 10% performance improvement expected
• Main SR contributions in WP5:
• Deploy robot tossing
• Deploy robot boxing
• Scenarios benchmarks

Thank you

• Proposal: use workshops

29 January 2020
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29 January 2020
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About Vanderlande: Company profile

Text (Only)

About Vanderlande: Shareholders
> Toyota Industries Corporation (TICO) is the 100% shareholder since 1-6-2017

> TICO is one of 17 corporations within Toyota Group

27 January 2020

27 January 2020

Text (Only)

Text (Only)

About Vanderlande: TICO

About Vanderlande: TICO

> Facts and figures

> Material handling

− 50th anniversary for forklift production (1956-2016)

− Turnover of € 11.46 billion

− TMHG 10th anniversary (2006 – 2016)

− 44,878 employees

− 64,641 employees (31 March 2019)

− Number one in the Japanese market over the past 50 years

− Turnover of € 17.3 billion FY2019

− World’s number one lift truck manufacturer since 2002

> Business sectors
− Material handling (66.2% of turnover)
− Automotive assembly and key components (27.6%)
− Textile machinery (3.4%)
− Others (2.8%)

27 January 2020

27 January 2020

Text (Only)

About Vanderlande: Local and global presence
UK

Text (Only)

About Vanderlande: In a world of technology, a belief in people
FTE segmentation

NL (HQ)

System design /
sales engineering

Canada

Norway

Poland
Germany

Switzerland

Russia
South Korea
China

USA

Bulgaria

Romania

United Arab Emirates

Colombia

Oman

Brazil
Spain

6%

France

15%
>55%
with
university
degree

India
Singapore
Australia

Maintenance /
services

Saudi Arabia
Chile

Engineering

20%

Hong Kong
Malaysia

Mexico

Italy

Other

Software
engineering
R&D

10%

Argentina

Customer centres and offices
Software houses
Manufacturing sites

8%
4%

29%
8%

Logistics /
manufacturing

Project
management

>
>

Delivered in 105 countries
Located in 29 countries

>
>
>

27 January 2020

More than 6,500 employees
Over 40 nationalities
55% with university degree

27 January 2020

Cover slide

Text (Only)

Airports

Parcel

Warehousing

Flexibility

Scalability

Vanderlande and its role in I.AM

No human labor

27 January 2020
Bas Coenen | Veghel, The Netherlands

24/7 operations
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Text (Only)

Text (Only)

Responsible work packages
Challenges…

Supporting in WP1 Modeling and WP5 Integration and Scenario Validation

> Variation of products to handle
Size, weight, shape, texture, …

> Variation of tasks to execute

> T1.1

Specifications for the impact motion database (M1-M9)

> T1.2

Data collection (M7-M42)

> T5.2-4 Take-up and deployment of scenarios (M1-M48)

Identify, pick, orientate, place, stack,
inspect, …

Responsible for tasks in WP6 Management

> Human level of performance
Reliability, speed of execution,
ability to deal with exceptions, …

> T6.2

Scientific, Technological, and Innovation Management (M1-M48) [Contributors: TU/e]

> T6.3

Management of the End-user Advisory Board (M1-M48) [Contributors: TU/e]

Responsible for WP7 Dissemination

“With an ROI that is reasonable”

> T7.1

Requirements and Recommendations for Exploitation (M1-M48) [Contributors: TU/e, FE, SR]

> T7.2

Dissemination of the Project Results (M1-M48) [Contributors: TU/e, EPFL, TUM, CNRS, AGX, FE, SR]

> D7.4 Roadmap and business cases for the introduction of I.AM. in logistics @M48

13
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Text (Only)
Y0

I.Learn

I.M odel

I.Sense

Use cases

I.Control

Text (Only)

I.AM.

BOX: Item Picking and Placing

The five objectives (I.Model, I.Learn, I.Sense, I.Control, and
thus I.AM.) are reached and validated progressively
OBJ 1.1

TOSS

Y1

ObjectEnvironment
Impact laws

OBJ 2.1
Object
Impact Posture
Generator

> Item picking: bin-to-belt, bin-to-sorter

OBJ 4.1
Impact QP
Control

OBJ 1.2

Y2

RobotEnviroment
Impact Laws

> Single workstation order completion
> Picking from single item product tote, placing in multi-item order tote

Scenario 1 TOSS – TRL6
OBJ 2.2
Robot
Impact Posture
Generator

> Item picking: bin-to-bin

M S5.2

OBJ 3.2
Aim Aware
Impact
Monitoring

> Parcel carrier loading

OBJ 4.2

GRAB

Y3

Scenario 2 BOX – TRL5

Robot-ObjectEnvironment
Impact Laws

OBJ 2.3

OBJ 3.3
Fault recovery
via Reflex
Activation

PR O

Time

Y4

27 January 2020

> Retail and E-commerce
M S5.3

Impact Motion
Learning

> Case depalletizing

GR E

SS B

EYO

ND T
HE

ST A T

E OF

TH E

OBJ 4.3
Predictive
impact QP
control

ART

Type of customers
> Segments: Food, Fashion, General Merchandise

Impact Aware
Impedance
Adaptation

OBJ 1.3

15

DEMO @ INNOVATION CENTRE

> Automated storage and retrieval system
M S5.1

> Parcel bulk singulation: induction

BOX

System concept

Software Integration
and numerical testing

OBJ 3.1
Impact Timing
and State
Estimation

Business drivers
> Throughput

Scenario 3 GRAB – TRL4

[[ EFPL KUKAs ]]

> Utilization
M S5.4

IAM Consortium Kick-off

> Reduction of manual labour
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TOSS: Item Picking and Throwing
System concept
> Induction items on a sorter
> Picking from single or multi-item totes, placing in a static or moving window

Business drivers
> Throughput
> Reduction of manual labour
> Reduce footprint
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TOSS: Bulk Singulation
System concept
> Trucks unload parcels as bulk
> Bulk needs to be singulated to be able to sort it

Type of customers
> Parcel & Postal hubs
> Material: envelopes, jiffys, cartons, etc.

Business drivers
> Less dependency on manual labour

> Capacity/m2
> TCO
CONFIDENTIAL – NO PHOTOS&VIDEOS
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BOX: Dense Stacking

Text (Only)

GRAB: Case depalletizing
System concept

DEMO @ INNOVATION CENTRE

> Picking cases from pallet and placing in a tray
that is next stored

Type of customers
> Food retail

Business drivers
> Less dependency on manual labour
> Capacity/m2
> TCO
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Vanderlande Innovation Lab
@ Meulensteen House of Robotics
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Outline
I.AM. timeline and deliverables

•

WP 6 - Management

•
•
•
•
•

H2020 I.AM. EU Project (GA 871899)
Project Management, Ethics, Gender Action & Data management

Minutes of the milestone review meetings
Website and repository
Gender Action Plan
Data management

•

WP8 – Ethics

•

Periodic report and review meetings

•

Publications, patents

•

Consortium Agreement

Jos den Ouden (TU/e)

I.AM. kick-off meeting | 23-24 January 2020
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I.AM. Deliverables in the first 2 years

I.AM timeline

I.AM. kick-off meeting | 23-24 January 2020

Y0

I.Learn

I.Model

I.Sense

I.Control

I.AM.

D6.4

The five objectives (I.Model, I.Learn, I.Sense, I.Control, and
thus I.AM.) are reached and validated progressively
OBJ 1.1

Project evaluations by the EU

Dec 2020

Y1

OBJ 2.1
Object
Impact Posture
Generator

• M18 June 2021
• M36 Dec 2022
• M48 Dec 2023

ObjectEnvironment
Impact laws

Software Integration
and numerical testing

OBJ 3.1
Impact Timing
and State
Estimation

MS5.1
OBJ 4.1
Impact QP
Control

OBJ 1.2

Dec 2021

Y2

RobotEnviroment
Impact Laws

OBJ 2.2
Robot
Impact Posture
Generator

MS5.2

OBJ 3.2

Aim Aware
Impact
Monitoring

Y3

D6.8

OBJ 4.2
Impact Aware
Impedance
Adaptation

OBJ 1.3

Dec 2022

D6.7

Scenario 1 TOSS – TRL6

Scenario 2 BOX – TRL5

Robot-ObjectEnvironment
Impact Laws

OBJ 2.3

MS5.3

Impact Motion
Learning

OBJ 3.3

Fault recovery
via Reflex
Activation

PROG

3
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Minutes of the milestone review meetings

Website and repository

-

-

D6.4 Minutes of the milestone review consortium meeting (focus: integration)
-

due M1 (31 January 2020)
D6.7 Minutes of the milestone review consortium meeting (focus: TOSS scenario)

-

Due M18 (30 June 2021)
D6.8 Minutes of the milestone review consortium meeting (focus: BOX and GRAB
scenarios)

-

Due M30 (30 June 2022)
D6.9 Minutes of the milestone review consortium meeting (focus: final validation TOSS,
BOX, and GRAB scenarios)

-

5

D6.1 Website and software repository [3]
-

due M3 (31 March 2020)

Due M42 (30 June 2023)
I.AM. kick-off meeting | 23-24 January 2020
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Y4

Time

Dec 2023

RESS
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OBJ 4.3
Predictive
impact QP
control

T

D6.9

Scenario 3 GRAB – TRL4

[[ EFPL KUKAs ]]

MS5.4

Gender Action Plan

Data management

-

Data management:

D6.2 deliverable on Gender Action Plan
-

due M3 (31 March 2020)

TUE will lead and set up template.

-

D6.3: Data Management Plan
-

due M6 (30-06-2020)
D6.5: Data Management Plan (update 1)

-

Due M25 (31-1-2022)
D6.6: Data Management Plan (update 2)

-

Partners will be contacted with questionnaire.
-

-

Please provide input on questionnaire before 15 March

7
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Due M40 (28-04-2023)
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Ethics (WP8)

Ethics (WP8)

-

-

D8.1 (H-Requirement No.1): addresses ethical compliance issues relating to the use of
human participants in the project’s test activities
-

D8.2 (POPD-Requirement No.2): on the protection of personal data
-

Due 31 January 2020 (next week)

Due 31 June 2020

Protection of Personal Data (POPD)
Voluntary participation of humans (H)

Does this research involve personal data collection and/or processing?

Does this research involve human participants?

Does this research involve further processing of previously collected personal data

Are they volunteers for social or human sciences research?

(secondary use)?

à Saeed: user tests,

9
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Ethics (WP8)

Ethics (WP8)

-

-

D8.3 (NEC-Requirement No.3): on the participation of Non-EU countries in the Project
-

Due 31 January 2020

D8.4 (EPQ-Requirement No.4): on the ethics position questionaire
-

Due 30 June 2020 (next week)

Third countries (NEC)

Ethics Position Questionaire (EPQ)

In case non-EU countries are involved, do the research related activities undertaken in
these countries raise potential ethics issues?

-

11
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New since 2019 à we will contact you for input if required

I.AM. kick-off meeting | 23-24 January 2020

Periodic report and review meetings

Publications, IPR

3 Periodic reports due:

-

Always inform the entire consortium, when you are working on a publication or patents

-

Project review report 1:

-

All publications need to be reported to the project

-

M18 (1 June 2021)
Project review report 2:

-

Make reference to the project I.AM. GA 871899

-

M36 (30 December 2022)
Project review report 3:

-

M48 (30 December 2023)

-

Project review meeting:
13

dates and location to be determined with PO and consortium
I.AM. kick-off meeting | 23-24 January 2020
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Consortium agreement

Deliverable process

-

Ongoing action: TU/e will update and send new version to all partners.

-

WP / task leads responsible for deliverable

-

Please make sure your legal representatives are aware.

-

Review process: assign reviewers

-

Deliverables to be uploaded to EC portal by TUE à deliverables to be uploaded to TUE
project environment, 2 days before deadline.

15
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Cover slide

Text (2x)

End user advisory board

Dissimination, Exploitation and IP.
29 January 2020
Name speaker| Location of the presentation

Ø

Announcement European Robotics Forum – ERF 3
to 5th of march 2020.

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Smart Robotics – Heico Sandee, MD

Ø
Ø

Pal-Robotics – Francesco Ferro, CEO

Algoryx – Kenneth Bodin, CEO
Franka Emika – Simon Haddadin, CEO
TNO – Maurits Butter, Strategy
HMC-Heerema – Geert Meskers, Engineering
Specialist

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Potentially to add:

Ø
Ø

IP Related

Piab – Anton Kuhll – MD Robotic Gripping
Bollegraaf (recycling) – tbd
Energid – Neil Tardella, CEO

Data can be shared, though fully anonymized from
Vanderlande’s customer. As such tracking the root
source won’t be possible.

Vanderlande – Jalte Norder, PM Robotics
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Text (2x)
Development uses cases for:
- Small parcel singulation up to 4 [kg]
- Max 1500pph / robot cell

Roadmap and Business Case

Ø

Multi Cell – Direct SCO loading
5.0

à Customer value à

Weighing and Scanning during flight

M

op
ore

tio
era

p
l ca
na

2à
y/m
acit

Ø

Multi Cell – merge belt loading

Ø

Window allocation
Pick & place with timing constraints

Multi Cell Belt Singulation
to buffer belt

Reduced CAPEX
Reduced footprint

3.0

Ø
Ø

Reduced CAPEX
Reduced footprint

4.0

Picking strategy across cells

Single Cell Belt Singulation
to buffer belt

Increased robotization reduces
manual labor

2.0

Single Cell Chute to Belt

Static to Dynamic picking

1.0

Increase operational capacity
Reduce downtime (no waste in pick-area)
à Time à
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Dissemination, What, How, Goal

Exploitation, What

Ø

WHAT

Ø

Ø
Ø

Identify areas and stakeholders that could make use of results

Ø

Ø

Describe concrete and well-timed measures for dissemination of
key results throughout project lifetime and after.
Use effective channels and platforms for all groups of potential
users (domain specific, policy makers, end-users etc.).

HOW

Ø

WHAT

Ø

Half-yearly End-User advisory board meeting

Ø

Exploit different type of results, Knowledge, methods,
Agreements, networks, technologies. That are clearly identified
and their direct and indirect value and impact for different
stakeholders is considered.

Ø

Ø

First session expected march / April.

Ø

Second session around first review session.
Topics to cover:

Ø
Ø

7

Ø

Important: Report/document the dissemination activities for EU
validation later.

Ø

Important: Notify that results are EU funded and open accessible.

Ø

Ø

Ø

Advise project based on Roadmap and Business cases

Publication / Promotion
Ø

Announce consortium to public,

GOAL:

Ø

Presentation on fairs, symposia etc.

Ø
Ø

Describing and making results available so that they can be used

Ø

Share on SocialMedia (VI account)

Audiences that may make use of results

Ø

Define a “cheat sheet” for End-Users such they can also share
insights with their networks.

Ø

All results which are not restricted due to the protection of IP,
security or legitimate interests

29 January 2020
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Ø

The barriers and risks for exploitation, actual use of the results
afdter project funding, are recognized and countered with
appropriate measures.

Ø

Describes concrete measures to ensure that results meet real
needs and will be taken up by potential users.

Ø

Describe roles and responsibilities of partners in exploiting results
or supporting results by other users.

Data collection, collaboration I.AM and End-Users.

9
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HOW
Smart Robotics in WP5 to integrate into defined scenario’s
Ø

TOSS, BOX, GRAB

Ø

Exploit scenario’s, share results via identified channels.

Ø

GOAL

Ø

Making use of results for scientific, societal or economic purposes

Ø

Groups and entities that are making concrete use of results

Ø

All results generated during project participant shall make best
efforts to exploit the results it owns, or have them exploited by
another legal entity

End slide

